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City strikes
signatures
By DAVID RAMEY
Staff Writer
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Escapee: Jail
overcrowded
LEXINGTON, Ky. (AP) —
Convicted forger Ty Evans
hasn't let a little thing like escape keep him from decrying
the cramped onditions at the
Fayette Co t . Detention
Center.
After fleeing the jail last fall,
the 35-year-old career criminal
has continued to protest the
jail's overcrowding problem.
Evans, one of five inmates
who has sued the jail, wrote to
the Lexington Herald-Leader
explaining why he fled. In an
envelope postmarked in Fort
Hancock, Texas, Evans enclosed a handwritten narrative,
titled, "ESCAPEE SPEAKS
OUT."
In the letter, Evans complained that the lawsuit he filed
against the jail in October on
behalf of all inmates was not
getting enough attention. Recently, U.S. District Judge Karl
Forester combined Evans' lawsuit with five other complaints
by inmates, moving the case
forward.
Evans' suit, which said jail
conditions were cruel and unusual punishment, asked for
$100 a day for each inmate
subjected to overcrowding, $25
million in punitive damages and
an order that each inmate have
50 square feet of space.
In recent years, the facility
has been more than 100 inmates over its capacity of 500,
a jail official said.
Fayette County Jailer Ray
Sabbatine has plans for a
1,280-bed facility, but it would
not be ready for years. Next
month, the jail plans to use
several other sentencing programs, such as electronic monitoring, for relief.
Evans warned that if conditions were not improved, other
inmates would likely escape.
"Don't complain when one of
these guys gets out and brings
with him his vengeance," he
wrote.

WEATHER
Tonight...Cloudy with a 50
percent chance of rain toward
morning. Low 40 to 45. Southeast wind 5 to 10 mph.
Tuesday...Cloudy with rain
likely. A few thunderstorms
possible. High 50 to 55.
Chance of rain 70 percent.
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BERNARD KANE Leager & Times photo
MAKING MUSIC: Murray High School juniors Emily Noble and Candace Gurley warm
up before their AllState Symphonic Band concert in Louisville Saturday afternoon. The concert was
part of the Kentucky
Music Educators Association annual conference

to annexation and calling itself
The People's Choice on Annexation, filed a petition to put the
question on the ballot.
Under Kentucky law, if more
'than 50 percent of the registered
voters of the area cotitest the
proposal, it will be placed on the
ballot in the November's general
election.
If that happens, 55 percent of
the residents must vote against
annexation to defeat it.
On Jan. 5, Calloway County
Clerk Ray Coursey Jr. certified
59 percent of the registered voters in the area (529 of 883) had
signed the petition.
City officials then examined
the petition and eliminated individuals who were not property
owners in the area and names of
individuals who had signed a
consent to annexation form as
they signed up for city water and
sewage services in the area.

City officials will present an
annexation ordinance to the Murray City Council Thursday —
with plans to annex 2,360 acres
including about 500 homes — despite a citizen's petition protesting the annexation.
Mayor Bill Cherry and City
Administrator Don Elias are recommending approval of the
annexation.
"It provides growth for the
city," Cherry said. "People have
contacted us in the area and adjacent to the area wanting to come
into the city. I don't see any major annexation programs after
this."
The council approved an intent
to annex ordinance last fall by an
7-4 vote in October. Council
members J.D. Outland, Melvin
Henley, Dennis Crawford and
Ruby Hale voted against the
proposal.
A group of residents, opposed • See

Page

Proposal would require inmates to pay
By STACY MORFORD
Associated Press Writer
LaGRANGE, Ky. (AP) — It
was an unheard of sentence that
few believed would stand the test
of law.
A federal judge not only sentenced former Kentucky House
Speaker Don Blandford to 64
months in prison, but he also ordered Blandford to pay $108,356
to cover the cost of keeping him
there.
Blandford appealed the 1993
ruling all the way to the U.S. Supreme Court, but the high court
refused to hear it.
Four and half years later,
Blandford — who has now paid
for the prison stay — is preparing
for his release this spring. And

If even one person can pay, that's goini to relieve some pressure on taxpayers.
Rep. Arnold Simpson
D-Covington
the legislature that Blandford
dominated for eight years is considering continuing his legacy by
charging all Kentucky inmates
who can afford it the cost of
keeping them behind bars.
"Crime has become such a
stump for politicians to stand on,
they take it way beyond common
sense," said Paul Davis, 58, an
inmate at the Kentucky State Reformatory in LaGrange. "There
are a lot of ramifications to

something like this that they
aren't taking into account."
If the state puts a lien on a former inmate's property or garnishees his wages to recoup incarceration costs, that inmate's
spouse and children suffer for a
crime they didn't commit, Davis
said.
"Then there's the $64,000
question — who has 'the means
to pay," Davis said. "Most people in a place like this aren't in a

U.N. focuses
on Iraq crisis

• See

Page 2

the state. And a third bill, which
is in the House, would create
chain gangs for inmates in
medium- and maximum -security
prisms.
The proposals aren't unusual.
Forty-seven states have some sort
of work requirements for inmates.
Kentucky's prisons and county
jails have about 14,600 felons
now, according to Department of
Corrections data. The average annual cost of their incarceration is
$14,433 each.
"If even one person can pay,
that's going to relieve some pressure on taxpayers," Simpson
said.
Kenton County Attorney Gary
Edmondson expects the bulk of

II See

Page 2

Officers promote
school bus safety

By ROBERT H. REID
Associated Press Writer
UNITED NATIONS (AP) —
Diplomatic efforts to resolve the
Iraq crisis shifted to the United
Nations today, as the Security
Council considers how to help
Iraq's people and persuade Baghdad to grant U.N. inspectors free
access to all suspected weapons
sites.
Also today, Secretary-General
Kofi Annan announced he had
called off a planned visit to the
Middle East this week, saying he
wanted to remain at U.N. headquarters because diplomatic efforts had "reached a critical
stage and my presence is needed
here."
The secretary-general has been
resisting pressure from Moscow
to stop in Baghdad. Annan did
not want to visit Iraq until it appeared the Iraqis were close to
accepting the U.N. demands, and
the decision to scrub the trip indicates they are not.
"I have no plans at the moment to go to Baghdad," he told
reporters.
The Arab language newspaper
Al-Hayat quoted Egyptian sources as saying Egyptian President
Hosni Mubarak had planned to
tell Annan that the head of the
U.N. weapons inspection program, Richard Butler, should be
replaced because he had lost credibility with th• Arabs.
Mubarak has criticized Butler
for remarks, made to The New
York Times, that Iraq had enough
chemical and biological weapons
to destroy Tel Aviv.

position to afford it. They're
blue-collar. When you consider
the absolute high cost of going to
trial and getting lawyers, anyone. •
'who might have had something
before probably threw it all away
on the trial process."
Legislation proposed separately
by Rep. Arnold Simpson, DCovington, and Sen. Gary Johnson, D-Pikeville, would require
convicted felons to pay as much
of their incarceration costs as the
courts deem they can reasonably
afford. And both would let the
state garnishee wages or put liens
on property to collect.
Johnson's version of the bill
would go a step further, requiring
all inmates who are able to work
to spend 40 hours doing labor for

By DAVID BLACKBURN
Staff Writer
Motorists unaware of when
they're supposed to stop for an
off-loading school bus are getting
a written reminder — from the
police.
At the request of city and
county school officials and the
county attorney's office, police
have cracked down on drivers
who either don't or won't stop
for the buses.
Police cited 14 drivers in 1997
and have cited six others as of
Feb. 6, according to Assistant
Chief Ken Claud.
"That sounds kind of high for
this year," Claud said.

"We've had some complaints,
so we've been trying to keep an
eye on it," he said.
That watchfulness has been focused mainly on a stretch where
Chestnut Street, which was widened to include a turn lane last
summer, intersects with Fourth
through Eighth streets.
When a bus has its stop sign
out, all traffic approaching or following a bus must treat a threelane as if it were a two-lane
street, said Calloway County Attorney David Harrington.
"I don't think motorists are
awakkietihey're supposed to stop,"
▪ See Page 2

Tobacco buyout
still uncertain

BERNARD KANEflodgor ilmos photo
WORTH THE EFFORT: Adam Prescott, 10, lunges for the frisbee during a game of catch Sunday afternoon in a parking lot on Main
Street. Prescott is a student at Murray Middle School.

LEXINGTON, Ky. (AP) —
Whether there will be a buyout of
federal tobacco price supports is
far from certain. But the amounts
Kentuckians would receive range
from less than S16,000 for most
to millions for some large
landowners.
Last year, nearly 180,000 people and businesses owned the
right to sell tobacco — called a
"quota" — under the federal tobacco price support program, according to a list kept by the U.S.
Department of Agriculture and
released for the first time this
year.
The quotas ranged from

728,010 pounds for Jessamine
County's Bobby Rankin, who
rose from poverty to acquire
more rights to grow tobacco than
anyone else in Kentucky, to two
farms that have allotments of just
I pound, enough to make more
than 500 cigarettes.
Talk of a quota buyout began
last fall, after farmers complained
that the proposed $368.5 billion
settlement of health lawsuits
against cigarette companies included no money to help growers
adjust to an expected drop in tobacco use.

▪ See Page 2
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•Signatures...
FROM PAGE 1
City officials removed about
300 property owners from the
petition and about 100 registered
voters who either were outside
the proposed annexation area or
were not property owners.
Elis said when those names
were removed, the number was
less than 50 percent of the registered voters and property owners
in the area.
"We've put a lot of thought in
this process," Elias said. "We
would have never begun this annexation process if those consents
had not been in place."

•School bus...

•Iraq...
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FROM PAGE 1
The 15-member council takes
up a proposal today by Annan to
double the amount of oil Iraq can
sell to buy food and medicine for
its 22 million people, who are
suffering the effects of seven
years of U.N. sanctions.
At the same time, diplomatic
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the matter in court if necessary,
but city officials have indicated
they feel confident the consent
clause would be held up.
A similar effort in Danville,
Ky. was 4held by the Kentucky
Court of Appeals in 1989.
Cherry said if the city is sued,
the costs would be covered by the
city's insurance policy through
Kentucky Municipal Risk Associates, offered by the Kentucky
League of Cities.
Hal Nance, spokesman for the
Peoples Choice group, is out of
town and unavailable for
comment.

To sign up for city water and
sewer services, the application
form includings a consent to annexation clause that reads: "in
consideration of the city of Murray extending utilities, I do at this
time and will in the future, consent to the annexation of my
property into the boundries of the
city of Murray, Kentucky."
The consent clause was put in
place after the city failed to annex the property in 1989. Voters
rejected the bid, which included
9,000 acres, by a 3-to-1 margin.
Opponents of annexation have
indicated that they would pursue

1 YR. $72.00
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contacts will intensify over the
more pressing issue of how to respond to Iraq's refusal to allow
U.N. inspectors free and unimpeded access to all sites, including Saddam Hussein's presidential palaces.
Ultimately, the council must
decide how to respond, since it is
responsible for the U.N. inspection program. British arid American diplomats have been waiting
for the outcome of Russian,
French and Arab efforts in Baghdad before drafting a resolution
to circulate among council
members.
President Clinton has asked
Australia to join the United
States and Britain in supporting
military action if it becomes
necessary. Prime Minister John
Howard said today Australia
plans to step up its diplomatic efforts, and his Cabinet would discuss Tuesday how to respond if
military force is deemed
necessary.
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FROM PAGE 1
he said.
"(Kentucky) 94 is bad, East esHarrington said. A citation for
not stopping can mean a $100 pecially," Byars said.
Byars told of an incident on
fine, 30 days in jail and six
points off your driver's license, Kentucky 94 East earlier this
school year in which a driver aphe added.
Bus drivers, who are required proaching a- stopped bus didn't
by state law to report motorists even slow down. The car
who pass them illegally, also wouldn't have been able to avoid
have had problems on Kentucky hiuing a child if they had been
121 between U.S. 641 and 16th crossing the road, he said.
"We've had some close calls in
Street, Claud said.
last two years," said Byars,
the
Walter Byars, the transportation director for Calloway County whose buses log almost 750,000
Schools, said bus drivers have re- miles annually in the city as well
ported problems on U.S. 641 as the county. "It's one of the
South and North. Some motorists most dangerous things in
who have driven up on a stopped transportation.
"Our drivers do a wonderful
bus on the four-lane 641 North
have passed it, which is illegal, job training our kids," Byars
added.

By .HE
AP Na

Byars and Willie Jackson, his
counterpart for Murray Independent Schools, said children are
told to wait for the bus driver to
wave them across the road.
Both men praised police for responding to requests to closely
patrol problem areas.
"They've really done a good
job, from what I hear," Byars
said.
Passing a stopped bus "isn't
something that happens every day
or very often, (but) it's not only
illegal, it's dangerous," said Jackson, who supervises 18 bus routes
daily. "We treat it as a very, very
serious matter.
"It's one of the most important
things we do."
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•Buyout...
pound, their buyout would equal
$15,200. The money would almost certainly be taxable, so the
net would be still less.
The chief buyout proponent,
Sen. Richard Lugar, R-Ind., said
the issue isn't whether some people would win big while others
wouldn't.
Quotas are part of the value of
the land, he said, and if the government kills quotas it should
compensate landowners.
And Lugar said it's likely the
government will do away with
the quota system, sooner or later.
It's unlikely lawmakers from
non-tobacco states will keep voting for the program for such a
controversial crop, he said.
The buyout plan, Lugar said,
"is an attempt, in fairness, to
purchase equity — however it
came about. It's a one-time thing

FROM PAGE 1
Two very different approaches
have been offered to give farmers
a piece of the settlement: either
continuing the quota system —
begun in the Great Depression —
that controls how much tobacco
is grown and what price it brings,
or buying quotas at $8 a pound,
and moving to a free-market economy, which could .put many
Kentuckians out of the business.
If an $8 buyout plan went
through, Rankin, who owns the
most quotas, could get $5.8 million. Businessman W.T. Young,
owner of a Kentucky Derby winner, would get at least $1.7
million.
At the other end of the scale,
just a little more than half the
farms in Kentucky have 1,900
pounds of quota or less. At $8 a

to say, 'There it is. Now we're
out, it's freedom to farm."
But U.S. Rep. Scouy Baesler, a
Lexington Democrat, argues
against paying farmers for their
quotas to scrap the support
program.
A few landowners would get a
lot of money, but most would see
only a short-term trickle, which
would not replace the long-term
benefits of a continued, stable tobacco economy, Baesler said.
Baesler is the only active tobacco farmer in Congress. A buyout would be worth more than
$500,000 to him, but he opposes
the idea.
"The buyout is not for the average farmer in Kentucky," Baesler said. "... It's the short sight
that's going to destroy the average farm."
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III Inmates...
FROM PAGE 1
act."
According to Department of
Davis disagrees.
the payments to come from shortCorrections estimates, the state
"Most criminals don't think,
term jail time served by people
saves about $1 million a month in
arrested for crimes such as bar 'Now before I rob this bank, how
labor costs by putting inmates to
fights, DUI or domestic violence. much time could I spend in
work. And since 1990, the prison
He has watched the number of prison and just how much is this
industries have earned the state
people sentenced to jail in his going to cost me," Davis said.
$4 million.
county rise during his four years "It's all emotion. They don't
It will take more than just a
in office, and he has fought a think."
number of inmate lawsuits filed
As for the 40-hour work week, vote of the legislature for the
against the county. Few win, but Davis and about 90 percent of his state to begin making inmates
...those who do are taking money fellow inmates already spend that, pay for their incarceration.
from the state and free room and much time maintaining the prisThe state constitution would
board, he said.
ons, working in prison industries
have to be changed by a vote of
"I think it will deter some and doing community service for
the people, something Simpson
crime," Edmondson said. "I the counties and the state. Their
already has requested. The comthink people are going to recog- average pay is about $1 a day.
mittee chairman who oversees
nize that not only are they going
If the state wants inmates to constitutional amendment reto have to do time, they'll also
pay for their incarceration, then it quests said it stands a good
have to pay for, and they're goshould raise that $1-per-day pay chance of appearing on the
ing to think twice before they
so they can, Davis said.
November ballot.

Hazel man hospitalized
By DAVID BLACKBURN
Staff Writer
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State authorities are investigating the weekend assault of a
Hazel man that sent him to the
hospital's critical care unit for
treatment of a heart condition and
internal bleeding.
Tony Shelton, 64, who was
listed in guarded condition Monday morning, had gone into cardiac arrest and suffered from
bleeding in his head, according to
Craig Arnold, a hospital public
relations specialist.
Shelton was taken to the hospital just after midnight Sunday

when a man called 911 to report
Shelton was dying and had left
home, according to the log at the
Calloway County Sheriff's
Department.
The call came 10 hours after
the sheriff's office received a report that Shelton allegedly was
drunk and passed out on his front
porch with a head injury after being assaulted, the log said.
Shelton refused transportation
by emergency medical services
workers, according to the sheriff's department.
Calloway County Sheriff Stan
Scott said he has turned the investigation over to the state po-
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Carl W. Berry Jr., 19, of Hazel,
is in jail under $5,000 bond on
charges of trafficking in a controlled substance within 1,000
yards of a school.
Berry also was charged with
disregarding a traffic control device for allegedly running a stop
sign, according to Assistant Police Chief Ken Claud.
Police stopped Berry at the intersection of Pine and First
streets and later found two bags
of marijuana and crack cocaine
rocks, Claud said.
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lice. Detectives from Post 1 in
Mayfield couldn't be reached by
press time.
In other reports, two men remain in the Calloway County Detention Center following their arrest Friday night by city police
on felony drug-trafficking
charges during a traffic stop.
Gary D. Sims, 23, of Pine
Street, remained in jail under
$10,000 cash bond on charges of
first-degree trafficking in cocaine
(second offense), trafficking in
marijuana within 1,000 yards of a
school and possession of drug
paraphernalia.
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Remains lead university to more questions
By ,HELEN O'NEILL
AP National Writer
CHARLOTTESVILLE, Va.
(AP) — Beneath the stately oaks
that shelter Miss Kitty's grave,
the actor blinks back tears.
Then he composes himself and
turns to his audience. Wide-eyed,
his voice exaggerated, he shuffles
toward an imaginary young woman sweeping an imaginary
stoop.
"I figured out why your mama
never let us in the house," he
booms. "She got stowaways in
there."
The scene is played out on the
grounds of the University of Virginia, beside the grave of Catherine Foster, the mysterious 19thcentury black woman who once
lived on this site. Her remains
were discovered when a backhoe
struck a coffin in 1993.
The find stunned university officials, who had planned to use
the land for a parking lot. Instead, Foster's grave has become
an archeological shrine, her life
the subject of endless historical
debate and theatrical reenactments.
Because so little is known about how Foster lived and died,
some faculty members have constructed a past for her. Using
shreds of historical facts, gleaned
from the site, they have created a
life.
That is why Ishmail Conway,

assistant dean of African American Affairs, is standing by Foster's grave, pretending it is 140
years ago and he is talking to her
daughter. Conway plays a young
man who has returned, after 12
years, to the neighborhood where
they both grew up.
Passionately, cleverly, he fills
the conversation with hints of
Foster's past. He asks about her
work, and we learn she was a
seamstress. He mentions the
house, and we learn that Miss
Kitty was an educated woman
who bought her land and her
freedom. He raises the subject of
stowaways to suggest that she
was active in the underground
railroad.
Conway doesn't know if he is
being completely true to history.
But, he says, it is one way to engage people in the study of that
time. And to make sure a remarkable woman is not forgotten.
"Historians get to the point
where they have stuff, but that
stuff has no life," says Conway,
who also teaches drama. "History, especially black history, has
to be intuitive as well as
factual."
What is known about Foster is
that in 1833 she paid $450 for the
two-acre plot on Venable Lane,
that her family lived there until
1906, and that some of her
daughters were seamstresses.
Did she, as researchers believe,
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the university? Did she wash and
ok
The orginal re-enactment a few
sew clothes for students and fa- years ago was an emotional affair
culty? As a mixed race woman, that drew crowds of historians
General • Monarch
she is described as "mulatto" in and archeologists. At the
Laramie • Firestone
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end,
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the 1850 census, did she some- they stood around her grave
BF Goodrich
and
times pass as white?
held hands and prayed.
And the biggest question for
They prayed that they were besome: Two years after Nat Tur- ing true to Catherine Foster and
ner's failed slave rebellion, how her kin, that they were somehow
did a black woman manage to contributing to history.
buy a parcel of land once owned
by President James Monroe?
The documents don't hold answers, only clues. The same is
true of other finds at the site: 12
coffins, the foundation of a
house, a button, broken dishes,
fragments of dolls.
The university hasn't decided
what to do with these bits of hisCOMPLETELY-IN-THE-CANAL
tory, or with the site itself, which
HEARING INSTRUMENT
was covered with earth after the
-Smaller-Practically Invisible
initial excavation. Today it sits,
unmarked, a small grassy knoll
-Enhanced Performance
tucked off a busy campus street.
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It's not sure what to do about
Catherine Foster, either.
Her presence is unnerving to
some in this stately antebellum
school that only opened its doors
to blacks in 1970. Before Foster
was discovered, not much attention had been given to the role
free black workers in the university's past.
Now they talk about it in history classes. They study the old
black neighborhoods. And, occa-
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Outside Murray 1-800-949-5728
By ANN GIBSON
Associated Press Writer
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) —
From the remote southeastern
Kentucky county struggling in
the midst of the most devastating
winter storm in memory, the plea
went out through cyberspace:
"We need help desperately."
The nearly 2 feet of snow had
brought down thousands of trees
that blocked most roads in heavily forested McCreary County
and knocked out power and
telephones.
Although some local phone
service was working in the Appalachian county after the storm hit
Wednesday, lOng-distance lines
to Frankfort were down, and the
batteries that power the county's
cellular phones were running low.
Cellular service was intermittent,
but the county needed to make an
official declaration of emergency
to get help on the way. So
McCreary County Deputy JudgeExecutive Bruce Murphy did
some quick thinking.
"Let's try the Internet," Murphy recalled for The Associated
Press late Saturday night, after
the help summoned and coordinated through the computer had
cleared many roadways, brought
aid to stranded residents and begun restoring electrical and telephone service.
Murphy, who had cut his way
through downed trees from his
home to his courthouse office
Wednesday, connected to the Internet on his computer and began
trying to notify the governor's office and the state Division of Disaster and Emergency Services.
The plan hit a snag when the email addresses listed in the state
Gold Book directory turned out
to be outdated.
Murphy was not deterred, and
continued trying to fine-tune the
address to make it work
Wednesday.

"We just started plugging
things in until it worked," he
said. "The county's been online
for about three to four months
and I've been playing with the
thing.
"It's probably the first
emergency operation that was
communicated primarily by email."
With Judge-Executive Jimmie
Greene still stranded at home by
downed timber, Murphy sent out
the urgent message to Frankfort:
"Dear Gov. Patton, McCreary
County is in the midst of one of
the worst winter storms in history. Judge Greene has declared
that a state of emergency exists
and requests your assistance,"
the e-mail said. "We need help
desperately."
Help arrived quickly, in the
form of National Guard troops
and chain saws trucked in by the
U.S. Forest Service.
Murphy said the forest service
assistance was coordinated
through a dispatcher in Winchester who was using e-mail from
home because snowy roads prevented her from reaching her
office.
Much of the coordination at
the state level also was done
through cyberspace, said Bob
Stephens, an operations branch
manager with DES.
"This is the very first time that
much of the coordination in the
state agencies (during a disaster)
has been done by e-mail," Stephens said.
Stephens said DES routinely
conducts business via e-mail,
such as submitting reports, but he
said McCreary County may well
be the first to declare an official
emergency via e-mail.
By late Saturday, Murphy said
every McCreary County home
had been checked for residents in
need of assistance.
Murphy said it will be months

before all of the downed timber is
cleared, some of it by timber
companies that will be able to
salvage logs from rights-of-way
and sell them. But he credited the
lightning speed of cyberspace for
bringing rapid help to the
stricken county.
"In looking back over the past
two or three days, I can't see
much we could have done better
or faster for our people," Murphy said. "I'm convinced the email really speeded this up."
The county gets its Internet
service through Highland Telephone, a cooperative in nearby
Sunbright, Tenn.
"It was something I ',thought
needed to be done to keep us up
with opportunities," Murphy
said. "We could call it Empower
McCreary County.
"If you don't get with it,
you're going to get left behind."
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Aerobic Kickboxing Tones, Energizes Students

By Heather Martin
Did Christmas vacation add unwanted pounds to your body? Did your New the class. The class starts with
a five to 10-minute warm-up. Twenty minutes of
Year's resolution include losing weight without spending endless hours on the constant moving aerobics doing
kicks and punches and various combinations
treadmill? If so, a new workout called aerobic kickboxing, which is growing in follows. Next, students do a
10-minute session with punching bags to strengthen
popularity all over the United States, may be for you.
their self-defense techniques. The class ends with stomach crunches and a fiveTung Dinh,owner and instructor of Dinh's Martial Arts of America, has been an minute cool-down.
instructor for 18 years and also teaches a class at Murray State for credit. According
"Our instructors help train and motivate the students," Dinh said. "We try to
to Dinh, aerobic kickboxing is a combination of karate, music and dance. inspire our students
to help them progress in their abilities and goals."
"Women seem to be drawn to the classes mostly and there is also a high interest
The December issue of Black Belt listed many celebrities now participating in
with the younger generation too," Dinh said.
aerobic kickboxing. Among them
Aerobic kickboxing is quite different from aerobics. One of the differences Brooke Shields, Farrah Fawcea,are Eddie Van Helen, Paula Abdul,Goldie Hawn,
Shaquille O'Neal, and Wayne Gretzky. Even
between kickboxing and aerobics is that the instructors have to demonstrate and though the majority of these
students
are attracted to the cardio vascular part of
make sure students are doing the techniques correctly. The instructors take the time kickboxing and not the
martial arts, they still receive a great workout
to show how to throw a certain kick or how to hold your fist when you punch to avoid
Dinh said when people come join his club, he makes them set goals to improve on
injuries, which could occur if improperly performed.
and make a commitment to themselves. He wants to see his students progress and
"Aerobic kickboxing is a great way to lose weight and get physically fit," Dinh achieve their goals.
said. "It has been the biggest selling point at many gyms because students feel
His prices range from about$S to $6 per class, OT members can pay monthly or by
energized."
the semester. Dinlis Martial Arts of America is open Monday through Friday from 9
In one class, which lasts for about an hour, students have the potential to burn a.m. to 9 p.m., and Saturday
1,000 calories if working at their maximum heart rate during the aerobic section of 6111 and ask for Tung from 9 am. to 2 p.m. For more information, call 753Dinh.

7534111
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Robin Young, from MUTTS], karas self defence techniques during
the aerobic kickboxing class at Dinh's Martial Arts of America.
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EDITORIAL

Local businesses
need help, shoppers
The news last week that yet another one of our independent groceries planned to close was disheartening.
We aren't even two months into the new year, and we
have already lost two well-established groceries.
Numerous restaurants and retailers have also closed up
shop, leaving consumers wondering whether this is a
trend.
It is disappointing when our small businesses go
under because each closed door represents the end of a
choice for consumers.
It is difficult to promote our town when we have so
many vacant storefronts, some of which are fairly large.
As we prepare to launch the Main Street Program,
which will revitalize a portion of our city, it is important to also remember that some of our other businesses
may need some extra attention.
This is an opportune moment for the MurrayCalloway County Chamber of Commerce to step up and
rally around these businesses.
According to John Williams, chamber executive vice
president, he has several ideas that can help local businesses thrive in a competitive environment.
It is simply a matter of making that initial call for
help, which certainly beats having to put those red closing signs in your windows.
Our community may be small compared to others, but
we offer a variety of specialty shops unique to our area.
We are pleased to welcome some new restaurants to
Murray, one of which will open later this month.
Although competition helps in making a community's
economic outlook stronger, it is also important to make
sure that the competitors are well matched.
From a consumer's standpoint, it is certainly disturbing to watch our independent businesses fold one by
one.
The best way that we can assist our local businesses
is to remember to shop locally. Keep our money in Murray and Calloway County, support our businesses —
and make our choices grow.

TABLE TALK

I

Editor's Note: Welcome to the Ledger's newest column called
"Table Talk."
Each week, we will take a current local issue and pose some discussion questions. We would like for our readers to think about the
questions, talk about them and then give us feedback.
All letters, which must be signed by the writer, should include
the writer's address and telephone number. The telephone number
is for verification purposes only and will not be published.
Remember to keep your responses under 500 words.
The Ledger reserves the right to edit, condense or reject any
letter.
• • • •
The Murray Independent School District is studying the feasibility of changing to an alternative calendar, meaning that the required
175-days of instruction would be divided differently than they are
now.
One scenario that seems to be popular among some schools is a
45-day instruction block, followed by a 10-day vacation block.
•What are some questions you have about changing the school
calendar?
•What kind of impact would this change have for you and your
family?
All responses for this week's column should be received no
later than Feb. 14

HOW TO FOLLOW THE ACTION
CONTACTING KENTUCKY'S LEGISLATORS
Toll Free Numbers:
III To check the status of a bill: 1-800-809-0020
•To leave a message for a legislator: 1-800-372-7181
▪ TTY number for hearing impaired: 1-800-896-0305
II To check the schedule of upcoming legislative
meetings: 1-800-633-9650
II To leave a message for someone attending a
legislative meeting: 1-800-592-4399
Other:
II Any legislator cbr legislative staff member can be
reached by calling: 1-502-564-8100
II The Legislative Research Commission home page
address on Internet;www.Irc.state.ky.us/home.htm

People may get referendum
FRANKFORT, Ky.(AP) — It
appears fairly certain the General
Assembly is going to ask the voters of Kentucky in November
what they think of the institution.
It will be interesting and perhaps
instructive to learn the opinion.
At the top of the already
crowded general election ballot
will be a question that basically
boils down to whether the voters
think the legislature should meet
more often. It is not a question
the voters have answered in the
affirmative when given the opportunity in times past.
As it stands, the General Assembly convenes every two
years, in even-numbered years.
Under the current constitution,
that session can consist of no
more than 60 working days and
must end by April 15. In odd
years, under a revision approved
in 1978, the legislature may convene for up to 10 days to organize itself, but no substantive business may be conducted.
But that is obviously not all the
legislature meets. Gov. Paul Patton has already summoned three
special sessions. Gov. Brereton
Jones called them even more frequently. There have been 17 special sessions in the last dozen
years.
It is the plethora of special sessions that House Speaker Jody
Richards said prompted him to
offer a constitutional amendment
for annual legislative sessions —
like most other states. His idea
would be to leave the current
60-day session in place, reduce
the 10-day organizational gathering to five days and then have a

CAPITOL IDEAS

Mark R. Chellgren
An Associated Press News Analysis
25-day session starting the first
Tuesday in February in oddnumber years, starting next year.
"I believe it will keep us in
special session less," Richards
said during a committee meeting
last week. "I think that's what
hurts the members so much, the
special sessions."
Rep. Joe Clarke, D-Danville,
who is retiring this year after a
distinguished 28-year career in
the legislature, was dubious that
governors would be less likely to
invoke their own constitutional
authority to summon special sessions. The emphasis on a particular subject chosen solely by the
governor is just too tempting to
resist, Clarke said.
It begs a question: Are legislative sessions to be held for the
benefit or convenience of legislators, or for that matter a governor, or the public?
Coincidentally, the meeting of
the House Elections and Constitutional Amendments Committee
provided a perfect example of
what is good, or bad, depending
on your point of view, to the legislative process.
These new sessions envisioned
by Richards would have more
limited agendas. All of them
would be able to take up the state

budget, review administrative
regulations and consider gubernatorial appointments. In addition,
two subjects would be added to
the agenda by the House Speaker,
two by the president of the Senate and three by the governor.
Rep. Danny Ford of Mount
Vernon, the Republican floor
leader in the House, asked about
letting the minority floor leaders
in the House and Senate add two
subjects each.
Only eight members of the
committee were in attendance. As
it turned out, they were equally
divided among Republicans and
Democrats. In order to get the
bill voted out of committee, the
GOP was going to have to be
accommodated.
Maybe one new subject each
from the House and Senate minority party leaders?
"Looking up and seeing the
numbers, I think that sounds
pretty good," Richards finally
allowed.
If politics is the art of compromise, Richards might as well
have been Henry Clay at that
moment.
In 1969, the legislature asked
the people to let it meet every
year for 60 days. The people said

no. '
In 1973, the legislature asked
the people to let it meet every
year for no more than 45 days.
The people said no.
In 1990, the legislature asked
the people to let it call itself into
special session. The people said
no.
Since the adoption of the current constitution in 1891, the people have generally turned down
proposals to let the legislature expand its authority, including review of administrative
regulations.
That is not to say popular opinion has not changed. The first
proposal to remove the position
of superintendent of public instruction from the ranks of
elected officers was defeated in
1921. It was finally done in 1992,
after defeats in 1953, 1957, 1973
and 1986.
But Rep. Woody Allen, RMorgantown, recalled the old saw
about the legislature during the
meeting. Instead of meeting for
60 days every two years, it would
be better if the legislature met for
two days every 60 years.
"I realize we need it," Allen
said. "I don't know whether the
people will accept this or not.,.
There is the old political
maxim that people like their congressman, they just don't like
Congress. This year, with all 100
House seats and 19 of the 38 Senate seats on the ballot, and the
likelihood of the annual session
amendment, they'll get the
chance to answer the question if
they like their legislator or their
legislature.

KENTUCKY EDITORIAL
The Courier-Journal, Louisville — In the last two years, more
than 700 girls under the age of 16 have gotten married in the Commonwealth. Some have been as young as 12 years old.
Statistics tell us they probably won't fare very well in life. They
are likely to drop out of school, have babies early, get divorced,
and end up on the welfare rolls. And in the future, that may be an
overly optimistic scenario for girls who marry early, since welfare
is rapidly disappearing.
State Rep. Barbara Colter has introduced a bill to try to prevent
some of this wreckage.
House Bill 37 would prohibit anyone under the age of 16 from
marrying in Kentucky — unless the female is pregnant and a dis-

trict court judge grants permission. This is a common-sense
bill
that would align domestic relations laws with other laws
in the
state. Why should someone too young to drive a car be
considered
responsible enough to marry?
Why should one statute call it rape when an adult male has
sex
with a 13-year-old, on the grounds that she is not legally
competent
to give her consent to sex, while another lets him off the
hook by
pretending that she's old enough to make the decision to
marry?
Marriage is the time when young people become
independent.
When it's children who are marrying, however, the path
leads to
increased dependence instead.
This bill is a no-brainer. It should pass without a single
dissenting vote.

Time for Madam President?
WASHINGTON (AP) — Not
once in American history have
voters given serious consideration
to a woman as president. Not
even close. Forty-one presidents,
41 of them men.
Yet, polls show voters are
more likely to trust women
politicians.
At a time when the public is
bombarded with allegations of
personal misconduct by a male
president, might the political atmosphere be growing more favorable for women who dream of
running for the White House?
"I hope so," said former Rep.
Pat Schroeder, D-Colo., who
came within a teardrop of running for president in 1988.
"Wouldn't that be nice."
"We trust women more than
we trust men," said pollster Peter
Hart. "So on questions of integrity women have a higher credibility factor."
He said women also get higher
marks on questions of moral
values.
But there still is the commander in chief factor.
"The most important factor is
what we call the competency element: Can I feel comfortable with
a woman as chief executive?"
said Hart. "A lot of that has to
do with what we call gender
modeling. Can we trust a woman
to be commander in chief?"
No one can be sure of the answers to those questions, particularly at a time when pollsters
concede the public mood is very
hard to read.
"We are in a very bizarre climate of opinion. We are in uncharted waters 30 to speak,- said
Andrew Kohut, director of polling at the Pew Research Center
for the People & the Press.

NEWS ANALYSIS

DONALD M. ROTHBERG
Associated Press Writer
He puzzled over polling numbers that suggest most people believe the allegation — denied by
Clinton — that the president had
an affair with a young intern, and
at the same time give him the
highest job approval ratings of
his presidency.
"The public is acting in a
hard-to-interpret manner," Kohut.
said.
The public mood toward women candidates certainly has
changed markedly in the 10 years
since Schroeder explored seeking
the Democratic presidential
nomination.
At tearful news conference,
Schroeder declared she would not
run. In an interview the next day,
she said that one obstacle she encountered was a "hard core that
say, `No way, I'll never vote for
a woman."
When Schroeder was consider'rig a White House bid there were
two women in the Senate. Now

there are nine.
Asked if the current attention
given morality in the nation's
highest political office was helping women with presidential ambitions, Schroeder replied: "I
want it to be that, but I just don't
know. All I can say is I hope
so."
Traditionally, politicians who
are elected governor or senator
from the nation's largest states
automatically become presidential prospects.
Both California senators are
Democratic women — Dianne
Feinstein and Barbara Boxer —
and Rep. Jane Harman announced
recently she would seek the
Democratic nomination for governor of the nation's largest state.
Maine is not among the large
states, but it has two women senators — Olympia Snowc and
Susan Collins, both Republicans.
One ironic sign of the progress
of women in national politics is

Just drop us a line ...
The Ledger & Times welcomes letters to the editor. All
letters mug be signed by the writer, with the writer's address
and telephone number included in case verification is necessary (telephone numbers will not be published). Letters must
not be more than 500 words. We reserve the right to condense or reject any letter and to limit frequent writers.
Letters should be addressed to: Letter to the Editor, Murray Ledger & Times, P.O. Box 1040, Murray, KY 42071.
They may also he faxed to (502) 753-1927.

the case ot New Jersey Gov.
Christie Whitman. When she ran
for governor in 1991 she promised a tax cut, and she delivered.
For a while after that she was a
favorite of many Republicans and
often mentioned as a prospect for
the national ticket.
But for reasons unrelated to
her gender she alienated a lot of
New Jersey voters and barely
won re-election. Conservatives
bitterly opposed her because of
her support for abortion rights.
So far, the candidates mentioned most often for the presidential nominations in 2000 are
men — Vice President Al Gore
and House Minority Leader Dick
Gephardt among the Democrats.
There are far more Republican
names, including Gov. George
W. Bush of Texas, Steve Forbes
and former Vice President Dan
Quayle.
Then there is Dole — not the
1996 GOP nominee, but his wife,
Elizabeth.
The likeliest route for a-woman
onto the national ticket would be
as a vice presidential candidate.
Geraldine Ferraro of New York
was the first woman on a major
party's national ticket when she
was Walter F. Mondale's running
mate in 1984. They lost in a histone landslide to President Reagan, a defeat that could not be
blamed on Ferraro.
Pollster Hart said one or both
parties might pick a woman for
the second spot on the 2000
ticket.
"There's no reason why they
shouldn't. The only question is
do you have a woman who's credible enough and popular enough
to help the ticket," Hart said.
"My guess is both do at this
stage."
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Brown wins faculty award at NAITTE
If the lights in Murray seem a
little brighter to Dr. Dan Brown
these days he may be remembering
the glow of Las Vegas where he was
honored recently at the American
Vocational Association annual
convention.
An assistant professor in the
department of industrial and engineering technology at Murray State
University, Brown was invited there
to accept the Silvius-Wolansky Outstanding Young Industrial Education Faculty Member Award presented by the National Association
of Industrial and Technical Teacher
Educators.
Also attending the convention
from Murray State was fellow department faculty member, Dr. Mike
Kemp. Kemp and Brown made a
joint presentation on Dec. 12 titled
"Perceptions on Delivery of
Biotechnology Instruction."
To be eligible for the NAITIM
award, candidates must be employed in a full-time position at a
rank of assistant professor or below
at an accredited college or university where at least two-thirds of their
duties are devoted to industrial
teacher education.
Other criteria includes possessing
an earned doctorate with a major in
industrial education, vocational

education or related field; recommendations by the department chair
and at least two faculty colleagues;
objective evaluation of teaching by
students, peers,and/or superior; and
evidence of a particular contribution to industrial education in one of
five categories such as curriculum
development, advanced teaching/
learning strategies, research intended to contribute to the instructional process in industrial teacher
education, professional service to
the field of industrial teacher education beyond the candidate's institution of employment or scholarly
publication in the form of journal
articles, monographs and books.
"Dr. Brown's influence in technology/vocational teacher education extends far beyond Murray
State's campus," remarked Dr. Paul
McNeary, chairman of the depanment of industrial and engineering
technology. "In his short time in
Kentucky he has moved to the
forefront in the discipline, being
sought after for leadership positions
statewide. His instructional techniques serve as an excellent model
for new teachers."
Brown earned an associate degree in machine technology teaching from Illinois Central College,
followed by a bachelor of science in

DR. DAN BROWN
industrial education from the University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign and master of education from
Southwestern Oklahoma State University. He later returned to the
University of Illinois where he was
awarded a doctorate from the institution's college of education.
He has authored or co-authored at
least 12journal publications and has
been asked to make presentations at
a number of professional and educational meetings.
Since joining the Murray State

Valentine Day tips offered
Valentine's Day has always been
a holiday to show your significant
other how much you care for them,
but if Brian Jory had his way
couples would celebrate the meaning of the holiday year round.
Jory,director of the University of
Kentucky's Family Center and a
marriage counselor of 15 years,
believes the sentiments couples
share Feb. 14 should be echoed the
other 364 days of the year to
maintain
a
healthy, loving
relationship.
The misconception about Valentine's Day is that flowers and candy
make the day special, when in fact it
is the thought and consideration that
go into the gifts that make people
feel loved, Jory said.
"Cupid is this angelic, happygo-lucky little guy who flies around
shooting darts of love into people's
hearts," he said."He teaches people
how to fall in love, but he doesn't
teach people how to be in love."
Jory is currently working on a
book called "Cupid on Trial: The
Ethics of Love in the 21st Century,"
which lists nine principles that
should foster long-term love in any
couple's relationship.
Jory's principles are:
•Mutual Accountability — In any
relationship that is equal, the people
will be equally accountable for one
another.
•Respect — You have to have a
sense of respect for your partner to
make a relationship work.
•Freedom to grow — Both partners need to have a say in how much
the relationship restricts their lives.
•Reciprocity — There has to be a
certain amount of give and take in
any relationship.
•Mutuality — Couples have to
have some agreements and be able
to look at certain things alike.

•Accommodation — Be able to
give in to your mate and let them
have their way just because sometimes they need to have it their way.
•Empathy — Be able to see things
from the viewpoint of the other
person.
•Nurturing — There are times
when we need our partners to not to
try to fix or change us, but to just be
there.
•Attachment — This says something about your intentions for the
future.
"These principles won't create
love," Jory said. "But if you are in
love, they are a good insurance
policy to help keep you there."
In all his work with couples, Jory
said he's never seen a perfect one.
There are always things that can be
done to improve a relationship, he
said. But the most significant problem he has seen in relationships is
people taking their mates for
granted.
"The problem with love is that
people don't know what goes into
making a long-term relationship,"

MURRAY ica):•
• Oil Changes
• Tire Rotation

5 12th (Next to Racer Inn) 753-0066

Larry Young and Dr. Freddie M.
Mayes were elected to the Peoples
First National Bank Board at the
Jan. 21 board meeting.
Young served as a director of
First Kentucky Federal Savings
Bank(now Peoples First F.S.B.)for
14 years.
Young is a graduate of Western
Kentucky University and the University of Kentucky College of
Pharmacy. He is the owner of
Beechmont Pharmacy and Greenvilk Pharmacy, both located in
Greenville.
Young is a member of the Greenville United Methodist Church
where he serves on the administrative board and the board of trustees.
Mayes served as director of First
Kentucky Federal Savings Bank for
four years.
Mayes is*graduate of Vanderbilt
University and the University of
Alabama School of Optometry. He
practices at the Oak Tree Eye Clinic
in Central City. •
Mayes is a member of the Gideons International-Muhlenberg
North Camp,the Central City Lions
Club, and is president of the Muhlenberg North Athletic Boosters.

SUBSCRIBE

go Buffet Served 7 Days A Week
g• 10% Discount w/MSU Student ID
Carry-Out Available No Catering 11, Gift Certificates lay Banquet Room
Hrx: Sex.-Tle. 11 a.m.-930 p.m.,
406 N. 12th St. Fri. & sat. 11 a.m.-1030 p.m.
759-2.345

130"AB30-Jrftxc
IF YOU HAVE MEDICARE OR PRIVATE
INSURANCE,YOU MAY BE ELIGIBLE TO
RECEIVE YOUR DIABETIC SUPPLIES AT NO
COST! FOR MORE INFORMATION, CALL

DIABETIC SUPPORT PROGRAM
*1-800-799-1477
*SOME RESTRICTIONS MAY APPLY

INDUSTRIAL BEARINGS

•

& FARM SUPPLIES

NEED A CLASSIFIED AD? — CALL

$7495
Solo Backpack Sprayers
• 4 gal tank
• Ideal for applications up to 90 PSI

Solo #425 w/Plston Pump
101164121331

11.

'2595

si02 32013

Shoulder Seed
Sower
E02.3201 4

• Hip support, hand grip,
adjustable shoulder strap
• Long lasting metal
gears
• Heavy canvas hopper

$6995

Precision Garden Seeder
• Seeds in 1 simple step
• 6 seed plates included

'gm&
$7495

$599
4102-01402

ore, moo
Stockmaster #550-1

Horticultural
Spray 011

• Charges up to 30 miles of
fence
• 110-120v AC
-

Fence
Controllers
,
1081 .251 73

International 77
• 115v charges
up to 15 miles
of clean fence
• Solid state

• Makes up to 12-3/4 gal of spray
• Kills overwhelming insects

3

pow .1 7000

151/2 ga. Motto HighTensile Barbed Wire

$13995

• 4 pt.
n. in ASTM Class III
zinc coating

1.311-25111

International Super 5000
•

$4595

115v. charges over 100 miles of
clean fence - Shocks through heavy
wet weeds • Controls all types of animats, even predators

*102-14275

6 cu. ft. Wheelbarrow
• Channel steel undercarriage

$4795
II CO-01430

110 gal. Tube-Top Stock Tank

HELPS YOU JUMP START '9•

$1999

• 22 ga. galvanized steel side wall
• 20 ga. double-locked soldered
seam bottom with drain plug

#105,2•10
6 ft. Tamper Top
• 1 in dia steel shaft

$1299
1100 24453

56'5

100 gal. Poly Stock Tank

• Strong, durable, hi-density poly
• Optional hog drinker available with
easy installation

THE MURRAY INSURANCE AGENCY
Bel-Air Shopping Center • Murray, Kentucky
502-753-4751

•
•
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0, •
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Stop By And Look Around
FREE Drinks, Popcorn & Hot Dogs
* Register For Door Prizes To Be Given Away *
Hrs: Mon.-Fri. 7 a.m.-5 p.m.; SaL 7 a.m.-Noon
1204 Johnson Blvd.
502-759-0061
(Behind Walter's Pharmacy)
Murray, Hy.
Fax 759-0063

• GPM Surflo pump
• 15 gal. tank
• 8 ft. hose w/plasbc
handgun

$5295

Drive in for
auto discounts.

opt.
?

GRAND OPENING FEB. 27 8 28

AG-15E Econ Spot
Sprayer

FHE4MU R RAY FAMILY YMCdt
After-School Care
Jump Start to Fitness
Day & Summer Camps
Youth Stength Training
Teen Center
Parent/Child sports
Aerobic Classes
Parent's Night/Day Out
Water Exercise
Corporate Cup Events
Personal Training
Adult Basketball
MSU Overnighte!
Call 753-4295/759-YMCA

"Best Buffet In Town" — 30 Items

110740500
$109
95

New Owner!
Tony Herndon

WHO IS THE YMCA?

AOUSE".

4t,

• Full & Self Service
• FREE Car Washes w
Gas Purchase

"You Can Count On BP"

co

Two elected
to bank board

Jory said. "They have to learn to
invest and take care of what they
have, because if they don't, chances
are it won't always be there for
them."
Jory recalls how the divorce rate
skyrocketed in the 1960s and eventually leveled off. He, however,
expects the quality of relationships
to improve in the 21st Century
because of educational opportunities for couples, higher expectations
for marriage and an anticipation that
divorce will once again become
socially unacceptable.
In the event that Jory's prediction
becomes reality, Valentine vendors
can expect a healthy boost for the
new millennium. Not because there
will be more couples, but because
there will be more couples who
incorporate Jory's principles into
their relationships.
"People think the key to a successful relationship is to find the
right person. That's the first step,"
he said. "But you have to be able to
do the right things to keep that
person and keep the relationship
healthy."

faculty in 1994 where his duties
include conducting instruction oncampus, off-campus and via interactive television, Brown has secured special funding for four grant
projects, the latest being a $10,000
curricula project funded by the
Kentucky Department of Education
to develop a teacher's guide for
technology education systems
courses.
During the summer of 1994,
Brown served as a visiting professor
at the University of Cape Coast,
Cape Coast, Ghana. Working under
the sponsorship of USAID, he
taught educational program evaluation to graduate students who were
enrolled in a vocational education
entrepreneurship masters degree
program.
The following summer he served
as faculty fellow at the National
Center for Research in Vocational
Education, Urban Schools Network
Summer Institute in Berkeley,Calif.
Currently, his professional service
activities include the position of
editorial board member for the
Journal of Vocational and Technical Education, assistant editor for
the Journal of Industrial Teacher
Education, and reviewer for three
other professional journals.
Brown was recognized in 1992
by the National Association of Industrial and Technical Teacher
Educators when he received the
Leaders of, Tomorrow Scholarship
Award.

P041.13501

$6995
410024E45

16 ft. x 52 in. Panel for Cattle

8 ft. Feed Bunk

• 4 ga with heavy galvanized zinc
coating

ut

$8695
0103-24616

T
a O

SOUTHERN STATES

11 ft. Feed Bunk
001Kinal Hay Racks Available
.

•
•ii•;310

$

129

IWO 13141

Nuggets
Dog Food
• For any age dog
• AN-natural ingredients

$6595

Corrosion Assistant!

$199$
Ida I 1 771

Self-Priming 3.5 Hp Pump
• Rugged
• High performance

410044414
Winchlane Feeder
• Resists dents,
won't Op over
• Breeze turns
hood to protect
salt or minerals

SOUTHERN STATES

A

Robert BINIngton, Jr

For auto discounts—
Being in good hands is the only place to
611101 Mato Ilsiume. Ci••••. Nwalmagli.
S•148. a Nod •-“brbef• mad leiliMmlon.

us. m --m aid

11111111114ma any apply

FAI
Industrial Rd. • Murray • 753-1423
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Jamaica display shown

Hospital menus listed
Murray-Calloway County Hospital has a program called "HeartSmart" for its menus in the
cafeteria.
The program is designed following the guidelines of American Heart Association and
American Dietetic Association.
For more information about the
menus and a special senior citizen diner card, call Anne Newberry, R.D., food service director
at the hospital.
Foods marked with an * are
heart-smart selections. Menus for
Monday, Feb. 9, through Sunday,
Feb. 15, are as follows:
Monday
Salisbury steak, quiche florentine,
'baked fish filet, home fries, 'field
peas, 'tender spinach, 'baked apples,
'chicken gumbo.
Tuesday
Steakhouse chicken strips, baked
ham, 'fish almondine, candied yams,
'red beans and rice, broccoli casserole,'baked potatoes,'lumberjack vegetable soup.

fotigsgs

Wednesday
Meal loaf, 'open face turkey sandwich, pizza, mashed potatoes w/gravy,
'green beans, cream style corn,
'glazed carrots, •tomato florentine
soup.
Thursday
'Chinese Day' - 'spicy szechuan
chicken, chicken and dumplins, green
pepper steak, 'harvard Lets, 'winter
mix vegetables, 'fluffy white rice,
'stewed potatoes, egg roll, Wisconsin
cheese soup.
Friday
Fish filet sandwich, lasagna w/garlic
toast, 'vegetable lasagna w/garlic
toast, country style steak, 'Italian
green beans, potato logs, 'stewed tomatoes, 'chicken noodle soup.
Saturday
'Chicken pot pie, macaroni and ham
au gratin, meat loaf, 'broccoli spears,
'squash w/onions, 'mixed greens,
fried cauliflower, black bean and rice
soup.
Sunday
Pot roast beef w/gravy, sweet and
sour pork, 'baked fish filet, 'oriental
rice, egg rolls, roasted potatoes,'baby
carrots, corn chowder.
The menus are subject to change
without notice, Newberry added.
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EVERYONE WELCOME
Bring a friend

its more tun that way' Must be 18 years old or older to enter

BONUS BALL *1 BONUS BALL *2 BONUS BALL *3

$50000 $50000 $420°o

ekes Weekly!

Over $7.600.00 in winnings paid on 2/3/98

$500.00 Coverall now

I

umbers
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COME JOIN THE FUN
Play K of C Bingo every Tuesday Evening 7pm
K of C Hall, Squire Hale Road
Plays 12
Cards starting
Games
A Non-profit Charitable Organization
at $10.00
1
Featuring nightly specials at Si per card or $21o, three Special carry over 7 + + +
1
Refreshments candy and FREE popcorn served
//// /AOM0
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you're approaching

Financial Aid workshop planned
The Financial Aid Office of Murray State University will offer a
Financial Aid Workshop for Calloway County High School seniors
and their parents on Thursday, Feb. 12, at 6:30 p.m. in CCHS Library. Charles Vinson from the Financial Aid office will present information concerning the FAFSA, Pell grants and Student Loans.
CCHS seniors who plan to attend a college, university or technical
school and their parents are encouraged to attend this informative
meeting.

Unitarian meeting Wednesday
CHRISTIAN ACADEMY photo

"Around the World Week" was a special emphasis on foreign countries
at Murray Christian Academy. Pictured are Brittany Lemons and Denvoy
Moss with their class display of Jamaica.

Taylor presents lesson
for Harris Grove club
Margaret Taylor presented a
lesson on "Out of the Blues" at
the January meeting of Harris
Grove Homemakers Club held at
Dutch Essenhaus.
Mrs. Taylor said "if you are
feeling blue or depressed, get
enough sleep, eat balanced nutritious meals, count your blessings
and think positively. Make a list
of things to do and get started on
them. Drop in on someone who is
lonely. Think of others instead of
self."
Agnes Watson, president, reported on the County Homemakers Council meeting. She said the
state meeting will be April 27-29
at Paducah. Lessons for the next
year were discussed and chosen.
Seven members answered the
roll call by telling one thing each
wanted to accomplish in home-

MENOPAUSE,
here's voulik first

HOT FLASH.
As your estrogen level falls, your risk of heart disease may nse. eventually
equalling that of a man. Now for the good news: a heart-healthy diet, exercise
and medical treatment can make a difference. Learn more on our Web site at
www women.amhrtorg or by calling 1-800-AHA-USA1
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OF PIER I IMPORTS

Pier 1 Imports
is pleased to have
Leigh Ann Faith
bride-elect of
Jason Siener
pm our
bridal registry.

4
American Heart /JO
Associatitin

imports'
-plestnut Street • 753-1851

HI-ENERGY

e;)
t.f41

WEIGHT CONTROL CENTER
FOR BOTH MEN AND WOMEN

na.

Homemakers
hear lesson
by Grady
South Pleasant Grove Homemakers Club Wednesday, Jan. 14,
at the Weaks Community Center.
Leigh Ann Grady demonstrated
the new embroidery machine and
showed examples of work that
had been completed.
After lunch at Sirloin Stockade, the group held a business
meeting at Calloway County
Public Library.
Delpha Taylor presided and
presented a lesson on "Out of the
Blues."
The devotion was taken from
Psalms. Donna Jackson gave the
secretary and treasurer reports.
Each member answered the roll
call by naming something each
homemaker would like to accomplish in this Homemaker year.
The next meeting will be Wednesday, Feb. 11, at noon at Calloway County Public Library.

The Senior Citizens Center, in conjunction with the County Extension Office, will offer a "Cooking & Shopping for One" class. The
first of six sessions will begin Thursday, Febv. 12, at 9:30 a.m. at
the Senior Citizens Center, Weaks Community Center. Carla Gray,
EFNEP Assistant, will be the instructor. Call 753-0929 to enroll.

Full Day Educational
Preschool Program
Ages 0-5

Call For Openings

753-5227

Forever Full Of
Sweet Surprises
Godiva
kigt
--'- GODIVA Golden Boxes Chocolates
And You,

TV'
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MHS PTO will meet Tuesday
Murray High School PTO will meet Tuesday, Feb. 10, at 7 p.m.
at the MHS Commons area. Sgt. Melodic Jones, D.A.R.E. specialist
of the Murray Police Department, will facilitate group interaction
and healthy responses to possible scenarios parents may be facing
concerning drugs including alcohol and their teenagers. "This will be
a great opportunity for MHS parents to become more informed, educated and encouraged to deal effectively with problems involving
drugs and alcohol useage," a PTO member said. All parents and interested persons are urged to attend.

Singles (SOS) will meet Tuesday
Singles Organizational Society (SOS) will meet Tuesday, Jan. 12,
at 7 p.m. at Weaks Community Center. This will be a potluck birthday night. On Wednesday, FEb. 11, country and western dance lessons will be given at Puryear, Tenn. The SOS is a nonprofit, nondenominational, support and social group for single adults, whether always single, separated, divorced or widowed. For more information
call Marlene, 753-2350.

Story Hours are scheduled
Story Hours will be held at the Calloway County Public Library
on Tuesday and Wednesday, Feb. 10 and 11. The theme will be "Be
My Valentine." A special shorten version, Parents and Twos, designed for children, age 2 accompanied by an adult, is at 9:30 a.m.,
and Story Hour is at 10:30 a.m. on both days. For information call
753-2288.

Oaks' ladies plan bridge
Ladies of Oaks Country Club will play bridge on Wednesday,
Feb. 11, at 9:30 a.m. at the club house. Hostess will be Jan Ochoa,
759-4154.

North Council meeting tonight
North Elementary School Site-based Decision Making Council
will have a special called meeting tonight (Monday) at 6 p.m.
Agenda items include personnel, consolidating planning, and budget.
The public is invited.

Touchdown Club on Tuesday
Calloway County Touchdown Club will meet Tuesday. Feb. 10, at
6 p.m. in Calloway County High School Library. All interested supporters are encouraged to attend. For information call 753-2793.

Students of Murray Christian Academy are selling candy bars during the month of February to raise money for classroom supplies.
The Kathryn Beich candy bars sell for $1 and include a coupon for
free crazy bread at Little Caesars. For more information call the
academy at 759-1321.
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Special class planned

Academy plans sale

A SPECIAL TREAT FOR VALENTINE'S DAY
,,,,,,,
,,....
You could win a ruby,

eaftsioo

Calloway County Chapter of American Red Cross will conduct a
Lifeguard Class March 19-22 and 26-29. Each class participant will
be required to swim with the following strokes: front crawl; back
craw; breast stroke; and side stroke. If a person is not sure of your
skills, a try-out will be March 15 from 5:30 to 7 p.m. Please take the
try-out before registering. Registration will begin Feb. 16 at the Red
Cross office from 9 a.m. to noon and 1 to 4 p.m., Monday through
Friday. For information call 753-1421. .

Calloway County Family Resource Center has issued an angels
alert for a toddler bed with mattress. Any one having one to donate
is asked to call the center at 753-3070.

767-0780

zse•
emerald and bead necklace
previously owned by
•;:`
Jacqueline Kennedy
Onassis with your
GODIVA chocolate
purchase at...
-Paducah's Most Interesting Store'

Lifeguard class planned

Angel Alert issued by center

Vickie Herndon of
Hazel, KY has lost 84
lbs. & 75 inches!
Call today & schedule
your free consultation to
find out how!

We're proud of
you, Vickie
itt
University Square
Murray, KY

makers this year.
The thought for the month as
given in the homemakers' yearbook was as follows: Your happiness is not a frivolous, expandable luxury. You have to be willing to pursue it. Ultimate,
genuine happiness can only be realized once you commit to making it a priority in your life. Relax and live each day as if it were
your last one.
Anna Lou Jones will give a
lesson on "Pies and Cobblers" at
the next meeting on Wednesday,
Feb. 11, at 10 a.m. at Dutch
Essenhaus.

The Unitarian Universalist Fellowship of Murray will meet Wednesday, Feb. 11, at 4:30 p.m. in room 118 of Wells Hall, Murray
State University. Ms. Charlotte Cowtan, a Unitarian Universalist minister, will present an explanation of Unitarian Universalism at that
time.
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New and used books needed
Local residents are urged to donate new and used children's books
for distribution in the city and county elementaries and preschools
on March 2 at the Dr. Seuss' Green Eggs and Ham Birthday Breakfast. Collection boxes are located at each school, Family Resource
and Youth Service Centers, Calloway Publio Library, Chestnut
Street YMCA, Ledger & Times, WSJP/Froggy Radio Station, CR
Book Store, Wal-Mart, Readmore, New Life Christian Center, and at
Sparks Hall, Waterfield Library, Winslow Cafeteria and Curris Center on MSU campus. More than 1,000 books are needed in this effort
to emphasize the importance of reading with the elementary and
younger children.

Show Her You Love 1-fer
With A Great Gift From
Paducah's Most
re
Romantic Store!
Located In Hannan Plaza at
509 Lone Oak Rd. on Hwy.45,
Paducah,KY •(502)442-0011

The
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m
208 !
759-1
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Ernstberger selected

Mr. and Mrs. Cavitt in 1948

Mr. and Mrs. Cavitt in 1998

Local couple will celebrate 50th anniversary
Mr. and Mrs. J. Terry Cavitt of 289 Hale Rd., Murray,Penny community, will celebrate their 50th wedding anniversary
on Saturday, Feb. 14.
A reception, hosted by their children, will be from 3 to 6 p.m. in the Community Room of North Branch of Peoples
Bank, North 12th and
Chestnut Streets, Murray.
All relatives and friends are invited to attend. The family requests guests not bring gifts as your presence
at the celebration will be a
treasured gift.
Mr. and Mrs. Cavitt were married Feb. 15, 1948, by Bro. Blankenship at his home in Corinth, Miss. Their attendants
were Mr. and Mrs. Tom
Travis of Mayfield.
Mrs. Cavitt, the former Jeanette Overby, is the daughter of the late Mr. and Mrs. Curtis Overby of
Mayfield.
Mr. Cavitt is the son of Mrs. Ruth Nanney of Murray and the late Brinkley Cavitt. He belonged to the local Carpenters
Union. Mr. Cavitt is
now retired from the carpenter trade and is a farmer.
Mr. and Mrs. Cavitt have three daughters, Mrs. Julia LaBelle and husband, Steve, and Ms. Teresa George, all of
Murray, and Mrs. Paula
Lossner and husband, Tom, Cocoa, Fla.; one son, Gary Cavitt and wife, Diane, Murray; 13 grandchildren;
one grandson-in-law; and two
stepgrandchildren.

Kenny Ernstberger, a graduating senior at Calloway County
High School, has been named one
of aprroximately 2,600 candidates
in the 1998 Presidential Scholars
Program.
Ernstberger is the son of Steve
and Cathy Ernstberger.
The candidates were selected
from more than 2.5 million students expected to graduate from
U.S. high schools in 1998. They
were selected for their exceptional performance on either the
College Board SAT or the ACT
Assessment.
Final selection of the scholars
will be made by the White House
Commission on Presidential
Scholars, a group of some 30 citizens appointed by the president.
They will select one young
man and one young woman from
each state, the District of Columbia, Puerto Rico, and U.S. students living abroad; up to 20 students from the creative and performing arts; and 15 students
at-large.
The United States Department
of Education will announce scholars in May. They will be invited
to Washington, D.C., for several
days in the second half of June to
receive the Presidential Scholars

medallion at a recognition ceremoay and to participate in activities with their elected representatives, educators, and others in
public life.

Kenny Ernstberger

IL/alfz.

Holly Brown
& Jeff Cross
Leigh Ann Faith
& Jason Siener

A&A AUTO
RENTAL

Emily Farrar
& Jim Bob Crockett
Leigh Landini
& John T. Wright Ill

• Daily & Weekly Rentals
• Clean, Dependable Cars
• Call Us For Rates

Stephanie Leach
& Nathan Howard

Holland Motor Sales

gig 513 S. 12th

Nancy Miles
& Reece Grubbs

St.

753-4461

Monday, Feb. 9
Calloway County Fire District No. 2
meeting/7 p.m./Pottertown station.
Save Our Park meeting/5
p.m./Calloway Public Library.
Murray Middle School SBDM
Council/4 p.m./Room 109.
National Federation of the Blind, Murray Chapter/6 p.m./Wealus Center.
Murray Electric System Board of
Directors/4 p.m.
Calloway County Republican Party/7
p.m./Calloway County Public Library.
Sigma Department of Murray Woman's Club/6:30 p.m./club house.
WOW Lodge 728 at 6 p.m./Log Cabin
Restaurant.
Hazel Center/open 10 a.m.-2 p.m. for
senior citizens' activities.
Weeks Center/open 8 a.m.-4 p.m. for
senior citizens activities. Bingo and
Bridge/1 p.m.
Parents Anonymous/6 p.m.
Info/753-0082.
West View Nursing Home Resident
Council/2 p.m.
Prepared Childbirth Class/7-9
p.m./Murray-Calloway County
Hospital.
AA closed special interest study
meeting/8 p.m./American Legion Building. Info/759-9882.
First Presbyterian Church Dorothy
McKenzie CO:cle w/Doris Long/1 p.m.;
Cub Scouts/7 p.m.; Dorothy Moore
Circle w/Joan Adams/7:15 p.m.
First Christian Church Boy Scout
Troop 77 at 6:30 p.m.
First United Methodist Church Ruth
Wilson Circle/1:30 p.m.; Reach-Out
Callers 11/2 p.m.; Boy Scout Troop 45
at 7 p.m.
Calloway County High School Leiters
play basketball game at Crittenden
County.
Murray High School Tigers and Lady
Tigers play basketball games at Fulton
City.
Wrather West Kentucky Museum,
MSU/open 8:30 a.m.-4:15 p.m.
Eagle Gallery of FA Center, MSU/
open 8 a.m.-6 p.m.
Curtis Center Gallery, MSU/open 11
a.m.-10 p.m.
Tuesday, Feb. 10
Murray Lions Club/6:30 p.m./Murray
Woman's Club House.

Tuesday, Feb. 10
Calloway County Extension District
Board/1 p.m./Weaks Center
auditorium.
Kentucky Lake Chapter 920 Experimental Aircraft Association/7
p.m./Kyle-Oakley Airport.
Info/489-2414.
Murray Star Chapter No. 433 Order
of the Eastern•Star/7:30 p.m./Masonic
Hall.
THEOS Support Group for widowed
men and women/2 p.m./Calloway
County Public Library Annex.
Calloway County Genealogical
Society/11:30 a.m./Dutch Essenhaus
Restaurant.
East Elementary SBDM Council/5
p.m./school lounge.
Curriculum/Assessment and Textbook Committee of Murray Elementary SBDMC/5:30 p.m., Mrs. Davison's
MOM.
Murray Art Guild open/10 a.m.-4 p.m.
Bingo/7 p.m./Knights of Columbus
building.
Coffee Break/9:30 a.m./Martin's
Chapel United Methodist Church.
Murray TOPS Chapter, Kentucky #34
meeting/6:30 p.m./Clinic Building. Info/
Marcia, 753-0854.
Hardin TOPS Chapter/6 p.m./Hardin
Library. Info/753-8966.
Cardiac Support Group/1 0
a.m./private dining room, MCCH.
Info/762-1170.
Alzheimer's Disease Education
meeting/4:30 p.m./board room of
MCCH. Sid Easley/speaker.
Info/762-1103 or 753-5561.
West View Nursing Home Coffee
hnur/10 a.m.; Bingo/10:30 a.m.;
Bowling/2 p.m.; MSU Time/6:30 p.m.
Wadesboro Homemakers Club/9:30
a.m./Dutch Essenhaus.
International Dance/7 p.m./First Presbyterian Church.
AA closed discussion meeting/8
p.m./American Legion Hall.
Info/753-8136.
Impact Praise and Worship Center
Bible Study/7 p.m. Info/435-4503.
Glendale Road Church of Christ Ladies Bible Study/9:30 a.m.
St. Leo Catholic Church Food
Co-op/9:15 a.m.; Book Discussion/
noon; RCIA 11f7 p.m.

Carolyn Rials
& Morey Dunn
Amy Boggess-Rose
& Jereme Rose

Come Browse Along

CALENDAR

THE GARDEN PATH ‹.-›
1608 Hwy 121 N Bypass (Next to Curves For Women)
Tuesday, Feb. 10
Coldwater Church of Christ Ladies
Bible Class/10 am.
First Christian Church CWF III at 7
p.m.
First United Methodist Church
Ouiltersisocial hall, Waters, Doran and
Hayes Circle/social hall, Tucker-Frost
Circle at home of Mrs. E.J.
Haverstock/all at 9:30 a.m.
First Baptist Church Mother's Day
Out/9 a.m.; Aerobics/5:30 p.m.;
Louella Beddoe Group w/Marilyn Dill/7
p.m.
Hasan Davis lecture/7:30
p.m./Reading Room, Pogue Library,
MSU. No charge. Info/762-6578.
Children's Theatre/9:30 a.m. and
12:30 p.m./Lovett Auditorium, MSU.
In1o/762-4483.

Complete Formal Wear Headquarters

Traci Walker
& Michael Corbin

Formal Wear and Limousine

Book Limousine
Services For
Valentine's Day and
Prom!

Molly Wisehart
& Justin Franklin

116 N. Market
Paris, TN 38242
(901) 642-5300
Toll Free
1-888-958-9879
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Valentine...
Best Donuts this
side of the
Mississippi!

Friday •
M. Bazzell.
Any persons desiring to have the
bookmobile visit their home or area,
call Morgan at the library at 753-2288.

IP

New "Completely-in-the-Canal"
(CIC) Hearing Aid

Kimberly Sexton
& Roger Dunn

•Weddings •Proms •Banquets •Birthdays •Anniversanes

First Step Learning Center, New Beginnings, Eunice Miller, West View.
Wednesday
Karnes, Tucker, Beach, Play
Academy, Murray Montessori.
Thursday
Gallimore, West Hazel, Barb
Tucker.

The World's Most Advanced Hearing Aid
is Less Than a Penny!

111
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Bookmobile
stops listed
for the week
The Bookmobile of Calloway
County Public Library is scheduled to make runs on Tuesday,
Wednesday, Thursday, and Friday, Feb. 10, 11, 12 and 13, for
the coming week.
Ginny Morgan, bookmobile librarian, has released her schedule
as follows:
Tuesday

Sherd Rule
& J.D. Dupuis

— Over 25 Years In Business

304 Main St.
-Murray, KY 42071
(502) 753-1300
(502) 759-4713
Toll Free
1-888-367-6757

means for you:
So tiny its virtually non-visible to those around

Order Your
Valentine Cakes,
Donuts & Cookies
Now!
saw a dozen & up
Starting at
."
. •#•:••"•

ROPER's DONUT SHOP

you

- You can focus the direction of your hearing
- Volume automatically adjusts to let you hear quiet
sounds, while loud sounds are reduced

Hearing
Center
of
MURRAY

2011 South Sth St.
759-HEAR (4327)

759-1736

- You can have your hearing aid easily
programmed in our office to a vuiety
of situations and environments.
- You cut more fully enjoy your family,
friaids uul work, and You can Set
back in touch with the world.

Tony Meese
Certified Clinic*, Ardioloeirt
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Mayes,Page lead way past UTM
Racers take sole possession
of OVC race; meet EIU next
By MARK YOUNG
Sports Editor
De'Teri Mayes and Aaron Page
are much like an RC and a Moon
Pie: Good by themselves, awesome together.
Ohio Valley Conference teams
have had their hands full all season defending one or the other,
but put them on the floor at the
same time, and the results can be
devastating.
Add Tennessee-Martin to the
list of first-hand believers.
With Mayes and Page both
bombing away from the outside
in the second half, Murray State
blew Martin off the court Saturday with a 33-9 run that turned a
shaky 54-49 lead into a convincing 94-66 victory at Racer Arena.
Mayes, who poured in 37
points and was named OVC
player of the week for the second
straight time, was 9-of-13 from
the floor in the second half — including 3-of-6 from 3-point range
-- while Page was a perfect
4-for-4, with three of the shots
from downtown, in adding 14
points.
"I felt good coming in, and the
other guys did a good job of getting me the ball," said Mayes,
who finished five off his careerhigh point total set Christmas
Day against Arkansas. "The other
guys did all the work by penetrating and dishing, all I did was
catch and shoot. I've got to thank
my teammates for this."
Page was also quick to defer
the kudos to his teammates.
"Everybody did a good job of
penetrating and dishing," he said.
"With both DT and me in the
game at the same time it's kind
of hard to zone us; it adds an extra perimeter threat."
Coupled with Southeast Missouri's 85-76 upset win at Middle
'Tennessee Saturday, Murray
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karma( St
12 2 867 22
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12 3 800 15
Ladd. Tenn
11
3 .766 17
Austin Peay
• 6 571 13
SE Massoun
8 7 533 12
Tennessee St
6 8 429 9
z-Tienn -Main
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7
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Tenn Tech
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7
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3
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SEMO pulls
upset win at
MTSU 85-76

RACERS 94, UT-Martin 66
TENN.-MART1N (7-111)
Karoo( 1-1 0-02, Crumb), 8-16 4-4 20, DeWheal
7-18 2-4 18, °haw 1-7 4-46. R Castle 1-1 0-0 3,
Cud• 1-1 0-0 3. Gran 0-2 0-0 0. A Castle 2-3 0-OS,
D•VIldra 0-0 0-0 0, Harper 0-1 0-00, O'Mara 0-1 2-2
2, 41111•41a 3-4 0-0 6 Towle 2458 12-14 86
MURRAY ST. (22-3)
Murray 5-9 1-2 11, Spencer 3-3 0-0 6, Virgil 3-9 0-0
6. Towneand 3-7 2-2 8, Mayes 14-21 34 31, WW/
1
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-02-22. Fioyd 2-3 0-0 4, Hamilton 0-1 0-00, Reese
1-5 4-4 6, Page 5-6 0-0 14, Gay 0-0 0-0 0. Turns( 0-1
0-0 0 Torals 36-65 12-16 94
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Tenn -Main 6-12 (Crotty 0-1, Dikeactabiel
Ifilion 0-3. R Castle 1-1. Gude 1-1, Gillan 0-1,
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es 6-11 Remo
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GNAW* 6), Murray SI 36 (Sodo( 7)
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State (22-3) now stands alone
atop the OVC with a 12-2 mark,
a half-game up on Eastern Illinois
(12-3).
The Racers now embark on a
crucial two-game road stretch
with games at EIU (Thursday at
7:05) and Southeast Missouri
(Saturday at 7:30). A sweep
could all but wrap up MSU's
10th OVC crown in 11 seasons.
"Obviously SEMO winning
(Saturday) helps, but there's still
enough conference games left
that a lot of different things can
happen," MSU coach Mark GOBfried said. "If we can continue to
win we won't have to count on
anybody else. We've just got to
keep playing and concentrate on
our own selves."
Martin (7-16, 5-9 OVC) put up
a serious fight through the first
28 minutes, although it never led
and the game was tied only once
at 10.
Trailing 44-33 at halftime, the
Skyhawks cut Murray State's
lead under double digits early in
the second half, creeping to
within 54-49 on a Joe Crumby
bucket with 11:47 to go.
Enter Page and Mayes, who
connected on back-to-back

SCOTT* NAN/HEY/Ledger & Times phokt

Murray State's Duane Vkg9 (34) drops in two of his six points during the Racers' 94-66 win over TennesseeMartin Saturday night at Racer Arena.

Tennessee St. 79, E. Kentucky 66
RICHMOND, Ky. (AP) — Jamie
Roberts scored 22 points, hitting
6-01-7 3-pointers, as Tennessee
State beat Eastern Kentucky 79-66
Saturday night.
Tennessee State (9-13, 6-8 Ohio
Valley Conference) trailed 25-17 with
3:48 to play in the first half before
taking control with a 16-2 run for a
33-27 halftime lead The Tigers
scored 17 points on 11 first-half
Eastern Kentucky turnovers.
Turnovers again were the story in
the second half as the Colonels
(6-16, 5-10) pulled to within one
point on two occasions but never
were able to recapture the lead For
the game, Tennessee State scored
34 points on 21 Eastern Kentucky
turnovers

• See Page 9

Martin unleashes 82-49
whipping on Lady Racers

SCHEDULE
TODAY
BASKETBALL

UTM shoots 59 percent

• Murray at Fulton City (DH)
Fulton — 6
• Lakers at Crittenden
Marion — 7

in OVC victory Saturday

TUESDAY

By MARK YOUNG
Sports Editor

BASKETBALL

Murray State found out the hard way what
can happen when you take the court not
ready to play.
The Lady Racers were shellshocked by a
tired up and on-target Tennessee-Martin
squad Saturday in Racer Arena, falling behind 32-18 at halftime on the way to an
82-49 Ohio Valley Conference loss.
"I thought we could have played a lot
harder," said Murray State coach Eddie
Fields. "We felt like we could beat Martin;
we played them a lot better at their place (a
64-52 loss) than we did here. We didn't help
ourselves trying to get into the (OVC) tournament by losing a home game."
Murray State (4-18, 3-11 OVC) led only
once, at 2-0.

II Calloway vs. Fulton Co.(OH)
Jeffrey Gymnasium — 6
(Boys first)
THURSDAY
BASKETBALL
11 Racers at E. Illinois
Charleston, III — 705
FRIDAY
BASKETBALL
• Murray vs Marshall (DH)
Murray High School — 6
▪ Lakers vs Graves
Jeffrey Gymnasium — 7
SATURDAY

MARK YOUNG/Ledgef & T,rnes photo
Murray State's Amy Atcher shoots amidst a
crowd of Tenneseee-Martin defenders in Saturdays 82-49 OVC loss to the Lady Skyhawks at Racer Arena.

BASKETBALL
• MSU at SEMO (DH)
Cape Girardeau, Mo
5 30/7 30

Tennessee-Martin (13-9, 10-4 OVC) was
hot from the start, hitting on 14 of 25 shots
(56 percent) in the first half, including
3-of-5 from 3-point range.
Things got even worse for the Lady Racers in the second half as Martin shot an incredible 62.5 percent (15 of 24), including
3-of-5 from 3-point range. The Lady Skyhawks were also 17 of 18 at the free throw
line in the second half.
"They were on; it was unbelievable,"
Fields said. "They threw it up a lot and a lot
were going in. They hurt us inside and outside. It was just one of those nights."
For the game, Martin shot 59 percent (29
of 49), including 6-of-10 from 3-point range
and 18 of 19 at the free throw line. Zabrina
Harris led UTM with 21 points, followed by
Tessa Fields with 16, Chastity Bohannan
with 15 and Nichole Lockridge with 11.
"I never thought they would shoot that
well on threes," Fields said of UTM.
Bobbi Coltharp scored 17 points to lead
Murray State, which shot 20 of 63 (31.7 percent) from the floor, 1 -of-10 from 3-point
range and 8-of-16 at the free throw line.
Murray State is on the road for its next
two games, playing at Southeast Missouri
Saturday at 5:30 and at Eastern Illinois Feb.
16 at 7.

Kentucky posts solid 79-63 win at Villanova
By JIM O'CONNELL
AP Basketball Writer
PHILADELPHIA (AP) — One
of few similarities between Kentucky's recent teams and this
year's version is expectations.
Each of the last three seasons
the Wildcats led the nation in
scoring margin. Two years ago
they won the national championship and then made it back to the

game as defending
champions.
It doesn't matter that coach
Rick Pitino and stars Antoine
Walker and Ron Mercer arc with
the Roston Celtics or that players
like Derck Anderson, Tony Delk
and Anthony Epps graduated.
The shirts still say "Kentucky."
The proof lies in the fact that
the current team entered Suntitle
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MURFREESBORO, Tenn (AP) —
David Montgomery had 21 points,
and Calvert White added 20 points
and nine rebounds, as Southeast
Missouri defeated Middle Tennessee
State 85-76 Saturday.
Middle Tennessee's Aylton Tesch
put the Blue Raiders (17-5, 11-3
Ohio Valley Conference) on the
board first 2-0 on a steal, but that
was their last lead of the game.
Southeast Missouri (12-11, 8-7)
led by as many as 11 a couple of
times, including 64-53 with 9-09 remaining in the game on Montgomery's layup.
Middle Tennessee closed within
75-72 with 1 12 remaining when At
McGhee made the first of his foul
shots, but he missed the second one
and Southeast Missouri got the
rebound
The teams traded foul shots for
most of the game's remainder. including the final point of the game
when Richard Duncan sent White to
the line with 8 seconds remaining.
Gory Johnson added 16 points for
the Indians, and Nathan Owen and
Matt Morris each got 10.
Tesch, the Blue Raiders' top
scorer, had 15 points, fouling out
with 5 24 to go in the game Freddie
Martinez and Mantia Callender each
had 11 points for Middle Tennessee
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OVC STANDINGS

day's game against Villanova
with a 20-3 record, having won
10 of its last 11 games under
first-year coach Tubby Smith.
But four of the last five wins
were by three points or less and
there was an 86-78 home loss to
Florida a week ago.
That's why the 79-63 victory
over Villanova (9-12) had No. 7
Kentucky breathing a little easier.

"That's the best we've played
in four or five games," Smith
said. "It's tough anywhere on the
road and we came up with a good
performance."
Jeff Sheppard and Nazr
Mohammed each had 18 points
for Kentucky, while Heshimu
Evans added 17. Kentucky dominated inside, outrebounding Villanova 38-27 with Mohammed

getting 11 and Evans nine, and
scoring easily down low.
"We've been struggling a little
and we needed a good effort and
we got it," Sheppard said.
"We're really happy with the
win."
What made the victory even
more impressive was that starting
forward Scott Padgett played just
three minutes because of a hack

injury.
Evans stepped in and came up
big.
The game at the CoreStates
Center was a homecoming of
sorts for Evans, a New York City
native who played two seasons at
Manhattan College before transferring to Kentucky.
Kentucky beat Villanova 93-56
last season in Lexington.
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3-pointers to push the lead to
60-49. Page hit two more longrange shots in the next three minutes while Mayes scored 19
points over the final 11 minutes,
with three buckets from
downtown.
"De'Teri was unbelievable; he
was out of this world," Gottfried
said of Mayes' shooting exhibition. "Obviously that was the difference in the game. And when
Aaron comes in and hits a couple
his confidence level rises. When
he and DT are both in it takes the
pressure off inside."
The shellshocked Skyhawks
were outscored 21-7 in a fiveminute span that stretched Murray State's lead to 75-56. After
UTM's Jason Ohlsen scored to
make it 75-58, Murray State
reeled off 12 unanswered points
to lead 87-58. Mayes had three
baskets in the second outburst
while Page added a bucket and
guards Aubrey Reese and Chad
Townsend tossed in two free
throws each.
"I'm excited about how we're
playing right now," Gottfried
said. "This was a little bit different than any other team we've
played because Martin tried to
milk the clock and run time off,
and our guys concentrated well.
"Aubrey has played really well
the last two weeks, and everybody off the bench played well
today," he added. "Aubrey
pushes the ball and creates havoc
at both ends, and when he's in
there, Chad looks fresher for the
last five or six minutes of the
game."
Martin kept the game close in
the first half with its slowdown
approach despite Murray State's
24-14 rebounding edge, including
11 on the offensive end that resulted in five putback baskets.
MSU finished with a 36-28 rebounding edge.
UTM's Ryan DeMichael, the
OVC's leading rebounder at 10.3
per contest, had just six boards
Saturday to go along with his 18
points.
"I don't think DeMichael
scored after Marvin (Gay) came
in and played him," Gottfried
said. "At times we got a little

BRENTWOOD, Tenn. (AP)
DeTeri Mayes of Murray
State received his second consecutive Ohio Valley Conference player of the week honors
on Sunday.
The senior guard scored 64
points on 24-01-39 shooting in a
pair of conference wins over
Morehead State and
Tennessee-Martin.

passive on defense because it's
tough to sustain your intensity
level for that long. When a team
is milking the clock you have to
play really good defense for the
last 15 seconds of every
possession."
Rod Murray added 11 points
for the Racers while Townsend
contributed eight and three players — Reese, Isaac Spencer and
Duane Virgil — contributed six
each. For the game Murray State
was 36 of 65 (55.4 percent) from
the field, 10-of-19 from 3-point
range and 12 of 16 at the free
throw line. The Racers committed
only seven turnovers on the day.
Crumby led UTM with 20
points. The Skyhawks were 24 of
55 (43.6 percent) from the field,
6-of-12 from 3-point range and
12 of 14 at the free throw line.
Mayes said SEMO's win
sparked a bit of a celebration
among the Racers, but that the
team realizes the OVC race is far
from over.
"We knew we had to take care
of business ourselves and maintain our cool today, and at the
end it was a very convincing
win," he said. "But we know
Eastern Illinois is good and Rick
Kaye is a good player for them.
We respect them, and it will be a
challenge to go up there. They'll
be ready for us.
"There's still some pressure on
us, but now we control our own
destiny," Mayes added. "All we
have to do is win out, but that's
easier said than done. Eastern Illinois will be really ready for us
Thursday, and we will have to
come with one of our best games
of the year."
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Senior guard DeTerl Mayes drives to the basket In the Racers' triumph over the Skyhawks Saturday. Mayes led MSU with a game-hIgh 37 points.

By CHRIS SHERIDAN
AP Basketball Writer
NEW YORK (AP) — Michael
Jordan waved goodbye to the AllStar game with one hand. His
other was busy holding the MVP
trophy.
The greatest player ever to set
foot on an NBA court seized the
spotlight Sunday, deflecting a
torch-carrying challenge from upstart Kobe Bryant and leading the
East to a 135-114 victory over
the West.
"He has proven to be the best
many, many times," West coach
George Karl said.
This was one more chapter in
that book, a fitting finale for Jordan — if that's what it really was
— in what he said will be his final appearance in the league's
showcase midseason event.
"This day was going to happen
sooner or later," Jordan said. "If
I walk away from the game, I
want to walk out knowing I can
still play."
He showed he still can, especially when he found himself facing off against Bryant, the
youngest All-Star in NBA
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Murray State named former Tennessee State head coach David
Schwepker as its next volleyball coach last Wednesday. He replaces interim
head coach Sarah Dearworth.
Schwepker comes 10 Murray State after spending three seasons at Tennessee State, where he turned a winless program into a solid Ohio Valley
Conference program.
"This is a very exciting time for me, said Schwepker. 'Murray State has
had good volleyball for a long time and (MSU athletic director) E.W. (Dennison) is committed to making it stronger.'
Hired at TSU in 1995. Schwepker inherited a program which went 0-23 in
1994. In two years as a head coach, he compiled a 13-75 record, gradually
building the Tigers' program from a doormat to a serious threat. Schwopker's
Tiger squads showed consistent improvement during his tenure. Schwepker
led the Tigers to a 4-25 mark in 1996, including a 2-16 mark in OVC play,
which were the first league wins in TSU history.
Last season, the Tigers were 9-21 overall and 2-15 in the OVC.
He takes over a Racer program which finished 20-12 overall and 13-5 in
the OVC (third place). Deanvorth served as the interim coach for one season
following Brenda Bowlin's hiring at Mississippi State, but she decided to leave
coaching after the season.
Schwepker was chosen from a pool of three finalists and over 50 applicants. He said his first priority as the new Racer coach is recruiting, since national signing day fell on the day he was hired.
'Dave was the number one pick of the search committee and he was certainly my top choice,' said Racer athletic director E.W. Dennison.'He has the
experience we're looking for and what he did at Tennessee State was impressive. He took a team that didn't win a match in three years into a program
of respectability.'

Sponsored By

The Insurance Center
of Murray

-56

NAGANO, Japan (AP) — The
Nagano Olympics: Too much
winter, not enough games.
A blast of Arctic weather
caused skiing and snowboarding
postponements in the- Japanese
Alps for a second straight day,
with more than a foot of new
snow falling overnight on the
Happo 'one ski run. The weather
forced officials to put off the women's snowboard giant slalom
and the first run of the men's
combined slalom.
Those same harsh conditions
didn't bother Finnish crosscountry skier Mika Myllylae,
who survived the near-blizzard to
take gold in the men's 30-kilometer classical race Monday (Sunday night EST).
Five-time gold medalist Bjorn
Dahlie of Norway, the hometown
hero of the Lillehammer Games,
was not as lucky with the
weather. Dahlie, who needs one

more gold medal to set a men's
Winter Olympics record, finished
20th after picking the wrong wax
for his skis on the difficult
course.
As Myllylae reached the finish
line, scores of Japanese soldiers
fruitlessly tried to clear the slalom course for business. Another
5 inches was expected on the
slopes before the end of Monday.
"There's probably 3 feet of
snow on top of the course," said
skier Ed Podivinsky of Canada, a
bronze medalist in the 1994
downhill. "They're going to have
to work very hard, and be very
organized, to clear that course."
The men's downhill, with the
debut of Austrian skiing sensation Hermann Maier, was postponed three days to Wednesday
by the wicked snowstorm.
Three days into the competition, medals have been handed
out in five events. The Americans
were still looking to collect their
first Monday.
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Hwy. 94 E to Duncan's
Market, right off 732, follow
signs to Irvin Cobb Marina.

"The league will learn how to
function without Michael, but I'll
go on record right now that 1 personally think Michael will continue to play," Karl said.
"If he does leave, it will be
real interesting to see who seizes
that throne, that position of importance. I hope it's a guy with
the class and integrity and the
character that Michael has given
that ambassadorship for so many
years," Karl said.

Specializing in Dean and General Tires
Owner • Ronnie Melvin

401 North 4th St.• 762-0000

Nobody can protect your
State Auto
Insurance

Look to us for quality Auto Insurance Coverage, low
rates, attractive discounts and fast, fair claims service.
Call us today!
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1998 Slio Rentals

past few days, helped ice the
game after checking back in early
in the fourth, hitting a 3-pointer
and a finger-roll that preceded
Reggie Miller's 3-pointer from
right in front of Spike Lee's seat
in an 18-1 run.
From there on out it was wide
open, the only suspense being
whether Bryant would return and
whether Jordan would try to take
him on once more.
It didn't work out that way,
though, because Karl kept Bryant
on the bench for the final 18 minutes in what seemed like a gesture of respect to Jordan in his
finale.

MON.-FRI. 8-5, SAT. 8-12
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Associated Press Writer

history.
in three years, with the only
The two went one-on-one sev- triple-double in All-Star history
eral times, neither backing down squeezed in between them.
from the challenge and each
"My game has elevated from
seeming to relish it more than the just being a spectacular dunker,"
other.
Jordan said. "It's more of an all"It was a good battle. It was around thing, moving the ball arfun. He attacked," Jordan said. ound, not trying to be a one"The hype was me vs. him. I dimensional player. 1 can look in
knew I wasn't 100 percent and he the mirror and say 'Hey, I'm a
was, and he was biting at the bit. complete basketball player, I'm
I was just glad that I was able to the best basketball player I can
fight him off."
be.'"
There was one point in the first
Which makes it such a shame
quarter when Jordan found him- that Jordan plans to retire.
self being guarded by Bryant on
He reiterated before and after
the left side. He waved everyone the game that he will quit playing
over top the other side of the if the Chicago Bulls do not retain
court, backed Bryant in, lost him coach Phil Jackson.
with a head fake and scored on a
"I'll say it once more. How
finger roll that left Bryant grin- many times do you want me to
say it?" he asked.
ning in shame.
"People just don't want to see
There was a sequence later on
when Jordan twice stutter-stepped it or don't want it to happen, but
people have to believe it," JorBryant onto his heels, then
backed off for his patented fadea- dan said.
way jumper. He swished both.
The pace of the game stayed
Jordan finished with 23 points brisk almost the entire way, the
on 10-for-18 shooting with eight East never surrendering a comassists, six rebounds and three fortable lead it built in the first
steals.
half.
It was his second MVP award
Jordan, who battled the flu the
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By LARRY McSHANE

Shooting also was a problem for the Colonels as
their five starters made only 11-of-39 field goals in
the game.
Roberts led four Tigers in double figures as Kevin
Samuel and Jason Johnson scored 12 points each and
Keith Samuel added 11.
Chris Fitzgerald and Marty Thomas came off the
bench to lead Eastern Kentucky. Fitzgerald scored 15
points in 14 minutes of action while Thomas had 11
points.
Austin Peay 70, Morehead 66
MOREHEAD, Ky. (AP) — Reggie Crenshaw and
James Stewart each scored 17 points as Austin Peay
rallied from a 10-point halftime deficit to defeat Morehead State 70-66 Saturday.
Morehead State (3-20, 2-13 Ohio Valley Conference) led 37-27 at halftime and 63-61 after a 3-pointer
by Brandon Davenport with 6:22 to play. But Austin
Peay (13-9, 8-6) held the Eagles scoreless over the
next 6:19 to take a 69-63 lead.
Eastern Illinois 83, Tennessee
Tech 66
COOKEVILLE, Tenn.(AP) — Rick Kaye
scored 29
points to lead Eastern Illinois to an 83-66
victory over
Tennessee Tech Saturday night.
The Panthers (15-8, 12-3 Ohio Valley
Conference)
took control with a 15-4 run to open the second
half,
building up a 53-39 lead with 16:04
remaining.
Tennessee Tech (7-18, 3-11) fought back with
a 8-0
run that made the score 53-47 at 13:12 but
could get
no closer.
The Golden Eagles had their biggest
lead at 17-9
early in the first half, thanks to three
consecutive
3-pointers by Ricky Cabrera, who scored 21.

Bring the family to Pagliai's for
the weekly meeting of Racer
basketball fans. Dine together
AND be a part of Coach Gottfried's
weekly radio show broadcast live
on WSJP AM / WBLN 94.7 FM.
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Parents search
for missing teen

Police look for answers in remains
By BRUCE SCHREINER
Associated Press Writer
SIMPSONVILLE, Ky.(AP) —
In a neighborhood often filled
with sounds of children at play, a
grisly secret was packed away inside the garage of a suburban
home.
Michael Maness said he was
going through items after his
longtime girlfriend moved out
when he uncovered the skeletal
remains of two infants stashed in
boxes. Maness called police, and
a search later revealed the
charred remains of a third infant
in the fireplace.
Perhaps next week, a coroner's
inquest will shed some light on
questions that have lingered since
the remains were first discovered
Jan. 25: Who were the infants
and their parents, were the babies
still born, and if they were born
alive, how did they die and
when?
Shelby County Coroner
Tommy Sampson, who scheduled
the inquest for Feb. 17, has said
authorities are looking for
answsrs.
Manes1 said he is as puzzled as
the investigators.
"He, like everyone else, would
like to know what happened, how
they got there, what happened to
these fetuses to get them in that
situation," said Maness' attorney, David Williams.

Maness says his girlfriend
moved out of the ranch-style suburban brick home when the two
split up last November. The woman, Dawn McKay, has not
talked to the news media since
remains were discovered.
No arrests have been made.
Police term it a death investigation, not a homicide probe. Investigators have interviewed both
Maness and Ms. McKay, who
lived together in the house for

"Nothing is likely to surface
until we have time for the forensic laboratory people to evaluate
the evidence that we've collected," said Kentucky State Police Capt. Tim Hazlette.
He declined to offer a time
frame for the investigation.
Maness said he found one of
the bodies inside a suitcase
wrapped in plastic. Remains of a
second infant were found by
Maness in a smaller box.
Ms. Craig said one set of remains, those of a boy, was skeletonized. The other, a female, was
less decayed, she said. Autopsies
determined that the infants were
full term. She said there was no
evidence of skeletal trauma.
As police combed the house
for evidence, a cadaver-sniffing
dog found the remains of the
third infant in the fireplace. Ms.
Craig could not identify the third
infant's gender, but said it also
appeared to be full term.
Maness and Ms. McKay moved

several years after moving to the
Louisville area from North Carolina. Neither have been called
suspects.
The case shocked this community of about 1,200, encircled
by stylish saddlebred horse farms
and about 20 miles east of
Louisville.
"A lot of people I go to church
with live in that area and they are
pretty shook up about it," said
Mayor Steve Eden.
"I think people are just
amazed that something like that
had been going on around them
and not being aware of it. Everytime we go to the stores and restaurants, that's always the talk."
Police plan more interviews as
they await the results of laboratory tests on the remains. Authorities returned to the house last
weekend for what state Forensic
Anthropologist Emily Craig
called a follow-up visit.

to Kentucky from the Raleigh,
N.C., area. They had a daughter
together in the late 1980s, and
Ms. McKay had a son by a previous relationship. Police have used

a cadaver dog to search an apartment in a neighboring county
where Ms. McKay moved in
November. But authorities haven't disclosed what was found.
Police also searched Maness'
car used by Ms. McKay.
Ms. McKay married a man in
January who owns a home in
Meade County, court records
show. Maness, 40, still lives at
the Simpsonville house in the
Rolling Ridge subdivision with
their 9-year-old daughter.
Maness' attorney, David Williams, said he thought Maness
was not a target of the
investigation.
Maness has told his lawyer that
he remembered two occasions
when his ex-girlfriend gained
weight, then suddenly lost it.
Ms. McKay explained her
weight gain and loss by saying
she was being treated for infections, Williams said.
Eden said he hoped investigators could provide quick answers
to all the questions about the
three infants. But Hazlette, the
state police captain, said it might
take some time.
"These things only progress at
certain speeds," he said.

FARMINGTON. Maine (AP) — Everybody at the ski tows
bar saw Kevin Zebrowski dancing and drinking in the New
Year. Nobody saw him go.
He left behind a jacket with $120 stuffed in the pocket and a
heap of questions.
His parents came from New Jersey to hunt for the 21-year-old
college senior and have been living in his apartment ever since,
with their son's new Christmas skis still standing shrinkwrapped in the closet.
"If they find him and be's alive, I want to be here; and if they
find him and he's not alive. I want to be here," says his mother,
Maureen Zebrowski, "My life can't go on until this is
resolved."
The Zebrowskis, with their other son, Kieran, are consumed
with looking for Kevin, who attended the University of Maine,
Farmington in this town of about 4.000.
They have distributed more than 10.000 fliers in English and
French around New England and French Canada. They have
doggedly interviewed people who may have some information.
They have searched the snowy forests and roadsides of rural
Maine for every possible clue. They hired a private investigator.
And they posted a $10,000 reward.
"This entire investigation has become their job. It's their life;
their work," said Kevin's academic adviser, Doug Dunlap.
Kevin Zebrowski was last seen New Year's Eve as he celebrated with friends at Judson's Sugarloaf Motel and Gondola
Lounge in Carrabassett Valley, near the Sugarloaf USA ski
,reson.
"From 11 to two he was at the bar, and then who knows,"
said his father, Kenneth Zebrowski.
When a designated driver came to pick up Kevin and his
friends at about 1:30 am., Kevin decided to stay at the bar. By
the time his ride returned around 2 a.m., Kevin had vanished.
A search of the woods within a five-mile radius of the bar
failed to turn up any,sign of Kevin.
Police are baffled.
"We have nothing to indicate there was foul play," said Carrabassett Valley police chief Ron Moody. "The bar was full of
people. He was there and then he wasn't."
Kevin's parents aren't convinced.
"Are we saying foul play? Yes, we probably are," Zebrowski
said. "This is America, people don't vanish."
When Kevin's jacket was found at the bar with $120 in a
pocket, his parents wondered why he would willingly leave
without it on a night when the temperature dipped to 20 degrees
below zero.
"Deep down inside, I know he did not just wander off," Mrs.
Zebrowski said.
An outgoing young man with a passion for the outdoors, Kevin chose to study in Farmington for the school's Ski Industries
program. His friends describe him as friendly and vivacious,
with no enemies.

Workshop entries
due at Murray State
Entries for the student competitions held in conjunction with the
annual Journalism and Broadcasting Workshop at Murray State University are due this month.
The competition, under the direction of Dr. Bob McGaughey, will
accept entries in the areas of advertising by Feb. 10 (changed from
Feb. 1), newspaper journalism by
Feb. 15 and video production by
Feb. 20.
The advertising competition will
be conducted by the MSU Advertising Club and is sponsored by Dennison-Hunt Sporting Goods.
According to Gill Welsch, the
club's adviser, the categories for
competition will be best newspaper
display ad, best yearbook display
ad,best photography in a newspaper
ad, and best photography in a
yearbook display ad.
The "Murray State News"student
staff will judge the journalism competition for high school newspapers,
noted "News" adviser Joe Hedges,

USED CAR SPECIAL!

1993 Blazer LT
4x4 - PWR Seat - PWR Windows - PWR
Locks - Remote - Leather - Entry - Cassette
and CD - 78,000 miles

Purdom Motors, Inc.
Oldsmobile • Pontiac • Buick • Cadillac
1300 Hwy. 121 By-Pass
753-5315

in the categories of general news,
features and news features,editorial
and opinion pages, sports, photography, and cartoons/illustrations/
graphics. Newspapers will also be
judged overall based on general
considerations/printing/composition/style, layout/design/typography, and headlinesicutlines.
The video production contest will
be judged by members of the National Broadcasting Society and
MSU TV 11. There will be categories for documentary, sports highlights, video yearbooks, newscasts/
information, comedy/drama, music
video and public service announcements. According to Jeff Prater,
MSU TV 11 operations manager,
video tapes may be either VHS or
U- Matic.
Winners will be announced at the
March 6 workshop in the Curris
Center. Schools that need competition forms or more information can
contact McGaughey at (502) 7626874.
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The highest recorded number of love letters exchanged between
two people are the 6,000 love letters sent between Rev. Canon Bill
Cook and his fiancee/wife, Helen, of Diss, England, during their fouryear separation from March 1942 to May 1945.
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Heskett Chiropractic Center

1-800-455-1222

753-1222
tionies FOR LIVII1G.

711 Main • Murray, Ky. 42071

#1 in Murray • Calloway County
"Selling Murray By The Yard"

000
BILLIE WILSON
759-1922

is proud to sponsor
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'Doctor With A Heart Day"

Multi-Million Dollar Producer

Saturday, February 14th
9 a.m. - 12 Noon

ILWAIalir--i
NEW ON THE MARKET - Take advantage o
the low interest rates and buy your dream home.5
bedroom, 3 bath home in one of Murray's finest
residential areas. Has formal IR, DR and large
great room 32i 124, with FP, gas logs. Central
GII/A, 2 car garage. 3.556 sq. ft. living area. All
amenities too numerous to mention. Call for
details, don't miss this one, owner transferred.
Priced at only 5179,500. MLS 13001162

A HOME TO MATCH YOUR SUCCESSFUL
LIFE STYLE - Expertly planned 4 BR, 3 BA,
great mom,formal DR and foyer with hardwood
floors. Family kitchen with lots of cabinets.
Luxurious master suite with Jacuzzi, separate
shower stall, double rinks, great mother-in-law
suite. This home has it all. Your money's worth
for $225,000. MI.S 13000956

A PRICELESS COMBINATION - Rural setting
whin amenities. Five bedrooms,3.5 baths,formal
living and dining rooms, large family room,
office & bonus room This house has it all!
Central gas heat/air, 8 ceiling fans. 3.922 sq. ft.,
nestled on 2.79 acres, owner anxious, minutes
from town. Call today for appointment. MLS
13001020

NEW ON THE MARKET. Give your kids the
expenence of country living morn, morn and
mom room, 5 bedroom, 35 bath Fonnal hying
roan. dining mom, large family room with
fireplace,_ rec mom. storage galore. 3,/i car
garage, all nestled on 4 acres See a today
MIS 13001146

YOU'LL LOVE THE ADDRESS AND PRICE!
Southwest Villa - Immaculate 3 bedroom,2 bath,
brick, 10 ft ceiling in great room with cozy
fireplace, gas lop, ceramic tile/in baths with
beveled mirrors. Large kitchen with separate
breakfast area, fonnal dining roan. Central gas
heat and air Immaculate all amenities. Below
market value. $155,000. MIS 13001142

Canterbury three large
GREAT LOCATION
bedrooms, 2 bath brick ranch with formal living
room. dining roan. emt-in kitchen, skylights an
kitchen & bath,large Emily room with fireplace, lots
of updates. Two car garage, large covered porch,
professionally landscaped. 8 ft privacy fence. See
this one today. $129,500. MIS 13001081

FREE...FREE...FREE...
To receive free services, donations of canned goods
will be collected and all proceeds will be given to
Murray Need Line, an organization which helps
needy families in the Calloway County area.
• With your donations, all services are free
• Chiropractic Examination and Consultation
• If necessary, free x-rays
• Posture analysis and scoliosis screenings
• Free adjustments for established patients
• If you have not been adjusted in a while — GET REACTIVATED!
Come and support Doctor With A Heart Day and give to
Need Line. You will be glad you did!

CANTERBURY - Prefect for retirement in one of
Murray's most desirable area Three bedrooms, two
baths, oversized two car garage,conral gas heat and
1,11211 It ft. lomg area brick ranch. Don't miss
one Priced 5115.00000. MIS 03001111

LOOKING RA ACREAGE ON THE LAKE,
Look no further. Two bedroom,one bid% living
room, dining mom, kitchen. Very open floor
plan gas heat, garage with hoolt-ap for gas heat.
pole horn all floated mi 12 acres, New boat dock
Only $130,000 MIS 030011966

GREAT LOCATION - This three bedroom, two
both brick home,two car garage, central gas heat
and air. Quality built bane. Nice back yard
located on cul-de-sac. Priced at $97,500. Call for
an appoirinnan. MLS 13001121

CONVENIENT LOCATION for retirees or first
tone home buyers This 3 bedroom, 1 5 bath,
central gas heat and sir, hardwood floors, $ well
kept house. Loss of potential Rig lot, plenty of
room for garden Call for appointment today
AILS 113001155

GOLF EVERY DAY at beautiful Oaks Country Club
Come home to relax is this three bedroom,two bath
bridi am& Hardwood floors throughout,camel gas
beet and mi. dime car wage, pa range and new
dishwasher. Under $135,000 MIS 03001115

1703 Hwy. 121 North Bypass
Murray, KY 42071
(502) 759-1116

LOCATION, LOCATION, LOCATION • This
hones is gran for riaidance with cake Newly
renovated in 1902, located across the street
Rein the new court house tarp 2 ear garage
with pa boat, mold be ranted for legal Once
Call Billie for details MIS 13001099

If)ou are hi,% in or selline. call Billie for all our real (state needs. ‘o%% is the time to list our propert% for the spring markel.

^••-•••••.•arn,f•

- ‘,

If you cannot participate in this event but wish to donate,
please bring your canned goods by our office on or before
February 14th. Thank You!

If you have any questions, please feel free to call our office.
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10th & Chestnut Street - Murray, Kentucky

Going Out Of Business
We have sold our building and must vacate by March 1, 1998.

We will close by Saturday,
February 14, 1998 at 6:00 PM.
STORE HOURS
Mon.-Sat. 9:00 AM - 6:00 PM

25% Off Eve hing
Except Cigarettes

_

,
Pke.

Buy $10.00 in merhandise and pay
just $7.50; Buy $50.00 in
merchandise and pay just $37.50;
Buy $100.00 in merchandise and
pay just $75.00. Good selection of
fresh merchandise. We are very
appreciative of the business you
have favored us with through the years.
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CLASSIFIED
CLASSIFIED Al) RATES
Dkrilav 1,d•
$6.25 Colman lack, 40% Discount 2nd Rua, 60% Discount 3rd Rua.
(All 3 Ark Mwa I Irma Waist^S Day Penad
$2.25 per column inch extra for Tuesday (Shopping Guide)
Reader Ads
30s per wont, CO rrigumuin I sx day 61 pa word pa day for each additional cordecuuve day
$2 °Cada for Shopper (Tuns . Classifieds go into Shopping Guide )S2 010earra for blind boa ad5

010

Legal Notice

020
025
030
040
050
060
070
100
110
120
130
140
150
155

Notice
Personals
Financial
Roommate Wanted
Lost And Found
Help Wanted
Domestic & Childcare
Business Opportunity
Instruction
Computers
For Sale Or Trade
Want To Buy
Articles For Sale
Appliances

1

Ad Deadlines

Debbie Howard
Tonya Williams
753-1916

Just Say "Charge It"

320
330
340
360
365
370
380
390
400
420
430
435
440

Yard Sale Prices
1x2 ad
$7.50

25 wd. max.
1 Insertion

2x2 ad
$14.00

70 wd. max
1 Insertion

Apartments For Rent
Rooms For Rent
Houses For Rent
Storage Rentals
For Salo Or Lease
Commercial Property
Pets & Supplies
Livestock & Supplies
Yard Sale
Home Loans
Real Estate
Lake Property
Lots For Sale

CALL FOR INFORMATION

070

The U.S. Department of Justice has announced that
The City of Murray has been approved for 512.889
of funds under the local law enforcement block
grants program. Funds from this program may be
used for seven purpose areas which address a wide
variety of activities from increasing personnel and
equipment resources for law enforcement to
developing and supporting programs to enhance
effective criminal justice processes.
The City of Murray is interested in obtaining the
public's comments on the proposed use of the
block grants funds and will conduct a public
hearing on Thursday, February 19, 1998 to obtain
this input. The meeting will be held at Murray City
Hall at 207 South 5th Street at 5:30 p.m. Anyone
interested in commenting on ways to reduce crime
and improve public safety are encouraged to attend
this public hearing.
n20

020
Notice

Notice

ALTERATIONS, Ruth's
Sae & Sew 753-6981

/11

AVON I am here for all
your Avon needs Whether
you are interested in buying, selling or Just want to
look through a book to see
what Avon offers, give me a
call (502)436-6026, ask for
Tonya ind/sIs/rep

BIBLE Message 759-5177
HOUSE of Clothes Open
Mon-Sat 9 to 5. Sun Ito 5
Nice consignment clothing
$1 00 Buys mens. womens. childrens jeans,
sweaters, sweat shirts,
dresses Off Kirksey Hwy
left on 464, 5 miles Call
489-2243 or 753-6981

ARE YOU LOOKING FOR A RECESSION
PROOF CAREER IN MURRAY —
CALLOWAY COUNTY???

No age limit to apply It
your present policy is
over 10 years old, it
may not cover some of
the newer treatments
such as chemotherapy For free information call
Jerry McConnell
Insurance
753-4199
"rree ocal cam sers., ce"

BEACH view condo 2br
27, bath Sea Grove
Beach, FL SAVE!! Ren
from owner Weekly
monthly Not available
Spring Break 759-0304
GOOD Shepherd United
Methodist Church at 121 S
& Cherry Corner Road is
anrsipting bids on church
yard maintenance and
mowing Send bid to Good
Shepherd UM Church, Go
863 Taylor Store Road,
Murray, KY 42071.
435-4488
025
Personals
START dating today! Have
fun playing the Kentucky
dating game For more information
call
1 -800-ROMANCE, ext.
7638.

NURSES Aide PAN work
all shifts as needed Not a
full time job Prefer experience, but will train caring
individual who would enjoy
working with the elderly
Good working conditions,
pleasant atmosphere Call
Glayda Dodd at Fern Terrace Lodge. 753-7109.
EOE.
OTR Drivers, 2 years current, 25yrs old, clean MVR,
home most weekends
901-247-5856
PAPA Johns Pizza is now
hiring an Assistant Manager Restaurant management or Pizza experience
preferred Apply in person.
Dixieland Shopping Center, ask for Stephanie
SALES- CEMETERY Be
one of the highest paid in
America Call 11am-4pm
Mon Sat, 753-2971

Wars
To Buy

THE National Scouting Museum, located on the campus of Murray State University, is now taking applications for the following
positions Weekend Admissions Clerk Minimum
wage, Saturday 8-30-5,
Sunday 12-5, Weekend
Gift Shop Clerk Minimum
wage, Saturday 8 30-5,
Sunday 12-5, Weekend
Custodian Minimum wage,
Saturday 9-5, Sunday
12 30-5, Weekend Security Saturday 8-5, Sunday
12-5, Weekday Security
Tuesday- Friday 8-5; Curatorial Assistant Monday Friday 8-5: Collections
Worker Monday- Friday
8:30-5 These positions will
begin March 1 and run
through November 30. No
phone inquires please Applications available in the
museum offices

HOME or OFFICE CLEANING! One time cleaning or
done on a regular basis
Dependable with references Free estimates! Call
762-4769

COLLECTIBLES & Antiques We buy 1 Of whole
estates Call 753-3633,

SPORTABLE Scoreboards
has a sales position available Job duties include
customer follow up calls,
data entry, clerical work &
misc office duties No experience necessary Call
759-1600 after 3pm,ask for
Stephanie
WANTED Dental Hygienist, 4 day work week Contact Dr David Fitch, 1304
Johnson Blvd, Murray, KY
42071 502-753-8368 After hours 502-753-3230

I have an OPPORTUNITY for 3 b 4 extremely talented
& successful in home closers

$45,000 + Per Year
Major benefits Company suppied pre-set appointments
No credit refusals Company training Hours worked
days & evenings

Call rt you are serious
about a career & are wing to work 1IA TIRED Cf INTERVIEWING people who only want b earn $30:1-$400 per week
and that dont want to work Call between 11-4 lacc -Sat

Full-The Onl • Must

Be 25 • 753-0580

PURCHASE AREA PHYSICAL THERAPY,INC.
PURCHASE
PHYSICAL
AREA
THERAPY, INC., an out-patient rehabilitation facility has immediate openings for licensed PT and PTA's to fill
positions in their Murray and Paducah
facilities. Excellent salary and benefit
package. Full time four day work week no weekends.
Send resume including references to
P.O. Box 7827, Paducah, KY 420027827 or contact Regina West at 502575-1000.

WANTED -

AUTOMOTIVE TECHNICIANS

The Peppers Chevrolet-Oldsmobile-Cadillac
and Toyota has openings for experienced
automotive technicians. The ideal candidates
will be experienced with all car lines in auto
diagnostics, drivability, air conditioning.
brakes, engines, and general maintenance
Must have own hand tools. The ideal candidate will be ASE certified, but we will consider
a technician who wants to become ASE
certified and is willing to expend the effort
necessary to become certified Each applicant
will be considered, regardless of experience
We have factory, home study, and on-the-job
training.
Your work schedule is 8 00 a m to 5.00 p m.
Monday thru Friday
We offer competitive compensation based on
experience, paid training, six paid holidays,
paid vacations, life and hospitalization insurance, company paid uniforms. 401(k) plan,
and more.
Apply in person to.

Peppers
Chevrolet-Oldsmobile-Cadillac-Toyota
Terry Mooney, Service Manager

BUSY physicians office
needs CMA Phlebotomist
Send resume to PO Box C.
Murray, KY 42071
COLORTYME now hiring
manager trainee's and entry level positions Must be
enthusiastic and self motivated Must be able to lift
100lbs Apply at 408 N 12th
St No phone calls please
EOE
CUSTOMER Service Rep
resentative needed for expanding commercial printing company Apply at
Printing Services & Supplies. 102 N 4th St Murray
DRIVERS Logistics Personnel Corp is currently
seeking flatbed drivers for
our operation in Clarksville.
TN Single operation Full
benefit package safety/
performance bonus, 401K
& weekly IRA Must have
class A CDL, good driving
record & 1 yr flatbed exp to
apply, call (800)733-1458
EOE
ESTIMATOR. Project and
Employee Manager for
large painting company
Must possess the following
Computer skills (Windows
95). ability to read and take
off blueprints, supervision
skills, knowledge of the
painting industry with estimating skills Excellent salary and benefits Send resume to PO Box 42, Murray, KY 42071
HELP Wanted Part time
apply at 410 Main St No
phone calls please
MECHANIC wanted Apply
in person Price Buster
Auto Sales 1539 St Rt 45
North, Mayfield KY
502 247 6237
NOW taking applications
for general maintenance
8am 5pm Mon Fri at
Southside Manor Apartments 753 8221
SEEKING bright, motivated, professional individuals Applicants must possess good communication
& computer skills PBX or
similar experience a plus
Full-time days position
Send resume with refer
emcee to PO Box 213, kAur
ray. KY No phone calla

Say

Domestic
1 Childcare
CALL Me Mrs V for you
house cleaning needs Re
liable, courteous service
M -F, most weekends
436-5995

FOR SALE
435-4131

dryer,
WASHER/
Call
$19 95/week
2 PIECE living room group. 753-4663
$15/week Call 753-4663.
ANTIQUE white wedding
dress, train & veil Laced
w/pearls, size 8 $500 obo
Worn one time only
759-9824 after 4 00

100

BABY ITEMS Graco Tot
Loc chair, infant bouncer
seat, Graco doorway jumper, Graco Easy Entry battery swing $35, Portable
play yard (older model),
Century infant car seat/carrier with base $25, bed rail,
Big Action Construction by
FP $25. All in very good
condition 759-5262.

Business
Opportunly

JOIN OUR PERMANENT
PERSISTENT WAVE OF
GOOD FORTUNE.

ANTIQUES- piece or es
tates Call Larry Elkins
492-8646 or 753-1418

Account Executive

CASH paid for good, used
rifles, shotguns, and pistols Benson Sporting
Goods, 519 S 12th,
Murray

Call 1-800-348-0162.

WKY04
91 3
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93.3 WKYO AND 96.9 WDDJ,the region's top
rated radio stations, are looking for extraordinarily outgoing persons who love radio to work
with retailers in the Murray area. Our reps are
the best paid in the business so this is a great
opportunity to work for a company that has
been here for over 25 years. Salary + commission and fully paid health insurance. Apply In
person, Murray Chamber of Commerce
Monday, Feb. 9th 5:00 p.m. to 7:00 p.m.

BACKGROUND CHECKS WILL BE CONDUCTED/EOE.

iii

The Calloway County Board of Education
has an opening in the Calloway County
Preschool for a full-time secretary. The
position requires above-average computer
skills in word processing, spreadsheet, and
database applicationsThis individual will
he responsible for daia entry and general
office duties. Applicants must enjoy working with a variety of individuals and have the
ability to process multiple work assignments. Salary will be commensurate with
education and experience. Excellent fringe
benefits. Send resume and cover letter to:
Calloway County Board of Education, Attention: Pam Jones, P.O. Box 800, Murray.
KY 42071 by February 13, 1998. The
Calloway County Board of Education is an
F,qual Education and Employer Institution,

1

; Happy

60th
Birthday.
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Home
Fumalinas
LAZYBOY sleeper sofa,
lyr old w/Scotchguard Excellent condition $300 obo
767-0731

CI If u 1[

Whi
A

Spir

lEC
c
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PC

Call Debbie or Tonya
753-1916
JIi
1'1•1**!•1•11•1[•11•]1111{1***0
Ic

Full-time
System
Programmer/Analyst
needed to install, maintain, and support
network (Novell, IPX,TCP/IP), maintain and
monitor utilization of production systems that
include news front-end and pagination systems, and resolve technical issues relating to
pagination of daily newspaper and specialty
products. Programming knowledge and
skills: Unix, AppleScript, SQL and Quark
Xtags and Bachelor's Degree with a major in
Computer Science required; experience preferred. Salary range S27,000-$32,000; excellent benefits. Send cover letter and
resume to:
Human Resource Director,
Messenger-Inquirer, P.O. Box 1480,
Owensboro, KY 42302. EOE

KNIGHT wood stove, $100
435-4190
LANE rocker recliner,
camel color, good condition. $75 Call 489-6106,
after 6pm

Car 1

Dial-A-Service
You Can Advertise Here For $6.00
per week - (13 week minimum)

DIAL

rs

753-1916

\,.

(Clip This Ad And Save For A Handy Reference)
........

(1nsured

Completely

INSURANCE

Mobile

David's Cleaning Services

Lou V. McGary

"We Specialize in Cleaning"

Secretary

;Grove wish
Dennis
Chester a

0.

198:
14x71
rat ct
deck
901-2
wwwww

I NAPALNINILEILEJ•ICIE110:1
"Check This Out" f*

•

HOBART commercial
grade meat slicer. $150
753-0231

CASH paid for riding mow
ers & 4-wheelers that need
work 436-2867

12X5
Must
489

Handy clip out reference guide.
Advertise Tue & Shopper
Thurs & Sat.
dollars
per week.
$9
4 week minimum

Lai

FIREWOOD $35 rick delivered 16ft dove tail trailer,
double axel King size
waterbed 435-4460

CASH for G.I. Joe toys old
or new 753-7185

FIRE
ive
753-4

.- veryone
1from
Lynn

On The Go Directory

EXCELLENT hay in covered rolls or square bales
Will load 753-6567

Want
To Buy

Needed for Murray area. Excellent entry level
sales & marketing position. Guaranteed
S330/wk to start plus commission and bonus.
Sales experience helpful. We will train.
Excellent management opportunity.

[*

DRYWALL equipment. All
$2500 obo. Will sell individually 436-5393 or
436-5363

'do

WEll
static
435-

160
UN 1st day official stamped
envelopes, series
753-7529

20 COLOR tv, $10Week
Call 753-4663

WILL babysit in my home
days, evenings or nights
Experienced mother will
provide healthy meals
TLC reasonable rates in a
non-smoking loving atmosphere Have references
Amanda 436-5370

RARE OPPORTUNITY- International company now
CLEANING houses is my interviewing for local
business Reliable Call Manager/ Distributor
Linda 759-9553
Booming fire safety field
DAYCARE in my home Complete training pro0-2yrs, $10/ day (regular) vided This is truly a 6 figure
$15/ day (drop ins) TLC for income potential! If you are
wanting to work for youryour child 759-5631
self, but not by yourself,
make this call Ask for Mt
Colwell, 1-800-636-5235

HELLO TO GOOD BUYS In The Classifieds

SLEEPER sofa, light blue
rocker recliner, dining
table, wrought iron & glass
table, odd chairs, microwave, old steamer truck,
old screen door, light blue
drapes 435-4674.

8 hp verticle
or horizontal
wood buster.

STATE Certified child care
outside Murray Convenient for Mattel employees
Ages 12mos thru school
age Preschool large play
yard
Call Melinda
759-3176

MATTRESS Clearance
Sale! Smith Mattress Factory, 502 851 3160, Symsonia, KY
SEE us for your barn or roof
metal Cut to length Covers 36 inches many colors
Economy Metal & Supply
Co 489-2722

HOUSE cleaning & commercial cleaning Call Lori
474-8340
NEED someone to watch
kids in my home 2nd shift
Must have references
Please call before 3pm at
436-5374

GUN
436-

Happy Birth4

140
Domestic
& Childcare

070

Homes For Sale
Motorcycles
Auto Services
Sport Utility Vehicles
Used Cars
Vans
Used Trucks
Campers
Boats & Motors
Services Offered
Utility Trailers
Free Column

570 Wanted
Card of Thanks • In Memory
• Happy Ads
Special Price

Help
Wanted

Notice

CANCER
INSURANCE

460
470
480
485
490
495
500
510
520
530
550
560

445 Lots For Rent
450 Farms For Sale

National Rates

310 Want To Rent

SPE
blue
$35(
rock
753-

VISA

ADJUSTMENTS
Advertisers are requested to check the
first insertion of their ads for any error
Murray Ledger & Times will be respon
sible for only one incorrect insertion
Any error should be reported immedi
ately so corrections can be made.

300 Business Rentals

Deadline
Day & Time
r. 11 a.m.
Fri. 3 p.m.
lAon.3 p.m.
Tues. 3 p.m
Wed. 3 p.m.
Thurs. 3 p.m.

Publish Day
onday
Tuesday
Wednesday
Thursday
Friday
Saturday

OFFICE HOURS: 7:30 AM-5 PM, Mon. thru Fri.

165 Antiques
Lawn & Garden
Farm Equipment
Heavy Equipment
Sports Equipment
Firewood
Musical
Miscellaneous
Mobile Home Lots For Sale
Mobile Homes For Sale
Mobile Homes For Rent
Mobile Home Lots For Rent
Heating And Cooling

CITY OF MURRAY
PUBLIC HEARING

SOF
seat
with
753

TO PLACE. CORRECT OR CANCEL YOUR AD, CALL:

180
190
195
200
210
220
240
260
270
280
285
290

160 Home Furnishings

DUE
Exci
759-

Does Your Policy Pay 100%
of the Deductibles?

Vinyl Siding • Homes • Mobile Homes • Boats • Brick
David Borders
Phone (502) 7594734

(Commercial Waste
Disposal
Z
71'

All Types of Refuse Service

1-800-585-6033

Ed's Vheel Alignment
Alignintni A Complete Brake Service,
Strra sad Shocks etc
Mon Fri

N4 at

rdmon Jones, Owaer
(5E1 753-11S1

Murray-Calloway
County Hospital
762-1100

MEDICARE
SUPPLEMENT
You are responsible for the deductibles that Medicare
does noSpay.S760 on Pan A;S100 on Pan B Call me for
more information

FREE HELP IN CLAIM FILING FOR MY CLIENTS
753-7890 8 a.m.-8 p.m.
I

NEED A HELPING HAND???
Let Nick's HANDY HANDS

do the work!
Inside or Out - No Job's Too Small

Call Nick at
,....(502) 767-0728

Murray, Kentucky
References Available

CLdC3c_l tOdIE?ItinCEil
"Specializing in Remodeling and Home Repair"
also New Conwruction, Vinyl Siding, Roofing
%mom Decks
......References Available 502-753-2993

If
MED
sever,
All
stand;
levels
on at
polici
premi
Wc
COM p
and s
Plc

9,
753-

MURRAY LEDGER & TIMES
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ifin
Hoes
Furnishings

Mobile
Hornes For Salo

QUEEN Size sofa sleeper
Excellent condition $250
759-5634 after 6pm

1984 BUCCANEER 14X80
3br, 2 baths appliances
central heat & air, new carpet & underpinning Extra
nice 753 9866

460

For Rent
Of Lease
HAZEL. 2br lease, deposit
& references 492-8526

NICE 2br 1 bath en Murray
All appliances including
dishwasher, *id hook-ups
front & rear deck
436-5465

.190

500

Home
For Sai•

Used
Cars

Used
Trucks

APPRAISALS ONE of KY
Sharon Beach Crouch
owner/ certified appraiser
759-5708

3BR 2 bath living room
1994 TOYOTA Corolla FOR Sale 1996 Dodge
kitchen dining room, 2 car manual 4dr a/c cruise
Ram Ready for 3rd trans
NICE lbr, washer & dryer
garage 1500 sq ft. Lynn cassette, looks great, well mission
SOFA with matching love
Purchased new in
hook-up stove refrigeraGrove Call 502 435 4102
maintained excellent ser Paris, TN If you d like to
All Size Units
seat, recliner, kitchen table
tor,some utilities included
Price Has Been Lowered
vice
record $6500 own a piece of iunk, I've got
with 4 chairs $400/all
HALEY Appraisals Bob
Available
1985 14X60 2BR, partly Prrvate lot Fenced yard
NICE 2br duplex with car
753-0175
753-4342
your truck 492 6268
3BR 3 bath on 5 acres
Haley, state certified
furnished 753-8108
Deposit required 753-1790 port gas heat & ap
753-3853
west of Murray Must sell
759-4218
or
753-0871
1995
pliances
TAURUS
Deposit
GL, loaded.
Lease
SPECIAL Order Big Mans 1988 CLAYTON 14X70
435-4318
52n
47 XXX miles, $8,950
No pets 1821 Ridgewood
blue recliner, like new 3br, 2 baths new carpet, RENT to own 14X80,
KOPPERUD Realty has
2br, $450/mo 753-7457
Boats
753-2479
or
519-6316
3BR
buyers
waiting
$350 Red vinyl platform redecorated in 1996
brick,
to
purchase
2
baths
natural
2 bath in Grogans Trailer
& Motors
homes-all
gas
h/a,
rocker, $25 Very good
ranges
price
If
2
lots sunroom
753-2544 after 5pm
Park
NOW renting 1,2 & 3 bedColeman RE
1996 NISSAN Sentra GLE,
753-0364
gas log fireplace
you are thinking of sellingroom apartments Mur Cal
753-9898
black all power sunroof, 3 1987
LOWE Jon boat with
contact one of our courte753 5121
Apartments, 902 Northcd changer $9,800
30hp Johnson motor Inous
professi
and
onal
wood Dr Murray, KY
3nn
LARGE selection of used
3BR brick home on 94 East 436-2669
cludes two depthfincters,
agents at 753-1222 or stop
Large garage with
759 4984 Equal Housing
mobile homes, priced to
BUS14101111
1/
1
2 mile from town Priced NICE
trolling motor & trailer
by
1993 Toyota Corolla
office
at
711
Main
St
Opportunity
sell Dinkins Mobile
4 units & 4 bays in
Rentals
to sell 759-1824
753-3229
89,XXX miles, automatic
Homes,
Inc
2427
E
Wood
GUNS, buy, sell, trade
each. Partially reCOURT Square office VERY nice 2br, 11
/
2 baths
415
3BR red brick home for air, power steering & 1989 24F1 pontoon, 100hp
Paris,
St,
TN
436-5650
Townhouse Appliances
space,
$95/mo
inUtilities
nted
sale
on
Lake
N.
Good area Good brakes $3,800 Also nice I/C Johnson motor, all ac4th
St.
1-800-642 4891
cluded Contact Greg furnished w/washer &
WEIDER dual stack multi
families in area 1 acre of 1990 Acclaim LE 92,XXX cessories included $6,500
Properly
Good
conditio
n.
dryer, $500/mo, 1yr lease,
LOOKII Over 2300 sq ft McNutt, 753-4451
station, home gym, $200
land New well pump, sep- miles loaded $1,800
753-7629
2BR at Kentucky Lake with
1 mo deposit. No pets
home with Pell windows &
435-4190
tic system roof & fiberglass 376-2146
Addition
al
lot
on
deeded lake access firefinished sheetrock & much OFFICE space for lease, 753-2905, 753-7536
garage door, one family
1990 MODEL Mariner,
N. 4th available.
Walnut Plaza 104 N 5th St
place, attached garage
more See the housing
owner $58,000 firm Can
210
79ip,
oil intection, power
VERY roomy 2tx, 2 bath
753-8302
753-9621
$41,900
or
(502)4365927
leader, Dinkins Mobile
see at 1238 Lawson Rd in
For more info.
trim with steering arid shift
duplex Appliances with
Homes,
2427
Inc
E
Wood
Vane
Firewood
3 STORY A- FRAME (within Stella, 5 miles from Pencontrols Excellent condi
washer & dryer furnished
call Bonnie at
St,
Paris,
TN
walking distance) of Ken- ney's off 121 N
320
Central h/a Extra storage
FIREWOOD. $35/rick De
992 SUBURBAN, blue/ bon $1,850 20' deep Vee
1-800-642 4891
tucky Lake 2/3 Bedroom, 1
Boat with bit trailer, $750
space $550/mo limo deApartments
ivered_ & stacked
1
2 bath, 6 other silver. 4 wheel drive, fully
bath, apprx 1600sq ft, 4BR, 3/
753-0231
posit lyr lease No pets
Fot Rent
MUST Seel' 1997 close
753-6747
loaded
all options, trailer
24x30 detached 2 car gar- rooms, 4,000 SF, gazebo/
Call 753-2905 or 753-7536
outs at rock bottom prices
hot tub, 2 fireplaces large towing pkg, excellent con1 & 2BR apts No pets
age,
24x32
carport,
8x10
Buy
now
and
Save
beg Available now 753-8848
dition Must see and drive
530
270
shed, all on apprx 1 acre of deck, 5 lots 1 8 acres new
bucks Dinkins Mobile
330
roof New exterior paint, 75,XXX miles $18400
Services
Mobile
ground
3
Decks
with
view
Homes, Inc , 2427 E Wood 1BR, 1 bath apartment, all
Rooms
many extras Must see, obo 753-4882
Horne. For Sale
(Maul
of
lake
2
Lake
accesses
(1
St,
Paris,
For Rent
TN appliances, located in UniSherwood Forest area
100
1995 CHEV Astro work
private, 1 public) nearby
versity Heights Call Mur
12X56 with 20X40 addition
-8064291
SLEEPI
Pee
NG
van, auto air, tilt, cruise, 3-D DOZING. backhoe,
room
Apprx 14 miles East of Mur- 753-4882
Must be moved $1000
Cal Realty, 753-4444
septic, & gravel hauling
$150/mo Coleman RE,
& Supplies
stereo, 38xxx miles
ray $95,000 Serious in489-2856
280
BRAND New 1800 sq ft 502-759-4
Driveways foundations
1BR apartment, $215/mo
753-9898
quiries
831
only
Shown
by
apAKC Registered Labs
Mobile
31x, 2 bath, fancy
502-437-4969
Call 753-6716 after 5pm
1983 FLEETWOOD
pointment
Call
474-8704
6wks old Black or yellow
Hornets For Rent
ceilings throughout, whirl- 1995 CHEVY Lumina Mini14x70, 3br, 2 bath, cathed340
1BR, available now, stove,
females 1st shots & after 5pm, or leave pool tub gas fireplace, de- van,7 passanger, loaded, Al Al A TREE SERVICE,
ral ceiling, fireplace, large 2BR trailer No pets Refermessage
kicusee
refrigerator, all utilities,
wormed $150 753-5791
corators kitchen Excellent 55,XXX miles $13,500 stump removal, tree spray
decks, $9500 Puryear ences needed
For Rent
Call furnished Coleman RE
ing, leaf raking, hedge trim
location
559-2175 or even- obo 753-4674
901-247-5776
DOUBLE let with new sep753-9866
ming, landscaping, mulch
753-9898
1BR house redecorated DOG obedience classes or tic system, ready for
ings 753-1500
home
1995 WINDSTAR, loaded
private Serving Murray 17
hauling
& mulch spreading,
Quiet,
low travel neighboror trailer Located in lake BY Owner 3br, 1
1BR Diuguid Dr, new Call
gutter cleaning Licensed &
balti, 354-9923
hood Excellent location years 436-2858
front subdivision with pri- newly remodeled Priced in
Coleman Realty 753-9898
GOOD work van 1982 insured, Full line of equipnear hospital Lease depovate boat ramp $9,900 mid $50-s
ment. Free estimates Tim
759-4936
1BR furnished apartment. sit. references $285/mo
Ford lwb a/c, reliable
firm 759-4696
Lamb
"190
436-5744,
Utilities included $300/mo
Good
condition
753-8.585
$1400
COUNTRY Irving dose to
1-800-548-5262.
Lareetock
Deposit required.
town. Priced to sell, 3br, 2 753-6487
LAO
2 & 3BR in Murray & Lynn& Supplies
435-4236
bath brick, gas fireplace,
Lots
grove Lease & deposit reA-1 Tree professionals
covered back porch, deck.
1BR furnished apt
For Sala
quired Equal Opportunity LARGE rolls hay
Stump removal tree spray
patio,
2900
sq
ft
living
SW
$225/mo plus deposit No Housing, HUD/ KHC certifi- 492-8790
ing, serving Murray CalloACRE lots for sale 6 school district 559-2175 or
pets 753-3139
way County since 1980
cates accepted 753-4109. UNITY Hybrid
miles
North
of Murray, 753-1500 evenings.
Seed Corn,
1976 FORD Iwb V8, Free estimates 437-3044
1BR. low utilities, reference 2BR, 300 N 5th St, $48. Single Cross 80.000 753-2592
CUSTOM built, economi- $1100 1984 Tempo $650 or 492-8737
kernel bag, sold at SAM'S
& deposit required No $325/mo
No pets
251-2832
cally designed new home
Club or buy direct For more
pets, $235/mo 753-3949, 753-4268
A&A Lamb Brothers ComCentral gas h/a, 3br, 2 bath.
206 S. 6th
info call 1-800-338-4558
748-5924
1982 VW diesel Rabbit plete Lawn Care Mowing
Priced to sell 5C0 s 11th St.
2BR, carport, gas heat No
truck, 50mpg, new brakes, leaf mulching landscaping
1BR, new stove & refrigera- pets $345/mo 753-6931
753-9457 or 753-8854
a/c, good condition $1600 Mark Lamb 436-5791
tor, w/d, $270. 1 or 2br
h ACRE lots for RV or
753-4573
furnished, $255. Deposit, 2BR full basement, ref &
mobile home North of Mur- FOR Sale or Trade 2 story
ADAM'S HOME IMlog home, 3yrs old, 3800 sq
no pets, downtown Water stove furnished 753-6329
ray 492-6159
1983 FORD F100 truck P ROVEMENTS.
ft, 13 acres fenced with
furnished 753-4937 8-5,
with topper, low mileage Remodeling/ Repairs In3BR $425/mo plus deposit ATTN
pond, 30'X60' shop,
Pastors Aolichaet !I Jane gchara,o,
M-F
Homeowners Borside & Out No Job Too
Central gas h/a stove & row $25,000
120'X50' barn, 24'X36' 753-3229
Are You Hurting? Feel Like No One Cares?
$100,000
Small 759-9906
1BR,
stove
refrigerato
&
refrigerato
r
barn,
furnished
18'X36'
r
Re
barn,
1986
24'X40'
JEEP Cherokee, like
Why Were You Born? What Is Your Purpose In Life?
Too many bills? Pay off
furnished Next to MSU ferences
equipment shed Phone
No pets
new condition, 4 wheel
high interest credit cards
We Can Help;
,
campus.
$250/mo Lease & 753-8981
753-7687
drive, fully loaded, brand AFFORDABLE all around
11 ACRE farm $49,500
A Non-Denominational Church that Feels bite a Family'
Home Improvements
deposit required 1303
new engine. 5 in the floor, hauling junk clean-up
436-5733
A Church for the Young and the Your at Heartt
Apply by phone/ 24hr Ap3BR
brick,
NEW
custom
central
built
h/a,
3br,
2
Chestnut St. 759-4696.
$4,500 or reasonable offer cleaning out sheds, tree
Sunday,
Hazel Coleman RE proval No Equity Capital
bathroom
home
with
opDON'T want an ordinary
work 436 2867
437-4407
Spiritual Training classes for all ages 900 a m
Call Platinum Capital lot/ Very scenic
753-9898
5 to 79 tonal 1400 sq ft of living
1 OR 2br apts near downCelebration Service 10 90 a m
(800)523-5363.' Open 7 acres, Puryear area
Better space upstairs, natural gas, 1990 NISSAN 4X4 ext cab, AFFORDABLE, quality,
town Murray Equal Oppor- 3BR, central ha, all ap- Days
Wednesdayi
2 car garage with wide swb, 5sp, SE, V6, red with building you'll be proud ofl
hurry' (502)376-2025
pliances
furnished,
carport
tunity
Housing,
HUD/
KHC
Bible Study for all ages 7 00 p m
driveway Located in North
bedliner & alum toolbox Residential construction,
2
&
car
garage,
4
miles
certificates accepted
1124 Old Lynn Grove Road, I 5 miles vast on Hvry 94
Villa Subdivision, Lot 12, Good tires 125 XXX remodeling, roofing, vinyl
south
Turn right onto Lynn Grove Floe& go 1 mile and lookfor the sign on
of
Murray No pets,
753-4109
siding, porches, decks,
Metcalf Lane McDaniel 759-5302
the right. For More Information- CHI 15412) 7525107 or (5021 435-4503
$575/mo deposit & lease
fencing. concrete & ma
Construction,
2BR, 1 bath with carport, required 436-2113
IF you'd like to invest sonry And home repairs
(502)436-2766
central h/a, appliances
$4,000
per year in a trans- Free estimates 753-8007,
HAZEL,
2br,
1
/
1
2
baths
refurnished, w/d hookup,
OWNER selling nice 3br, 2 mission, buy this Dodge
Elite Building
$475/mo, 1yr lease, 1 cently remodeled Lease,
bath home, 1.2 acre lot, Ram truck I'd make you a
deposit
&
referenc
es
month
deposit
No
pets,
PC Computer Maintenance - Computer
1406 N 4th 1870 sq ft living real deal
Transmission ALL carpentry 15yrs exp ,
492-8526
Has 5 different size units available
753-2905 or 753-7536.
Upgrades - Add Memory - Hard
space. Central h/a, 3 car still has 9 month 3,000 mile foundabons, slabs, sidewfor you. Located between Stella and
carport also acc,ornodates warranty This is warranted alks, driveways, buildings,
Drives - CD Rom Drives
2BR, 1 bath duplex, NICE lbr, no pets, lease &
camper/ MH Upper $80-s. by local Dodge dealer P S remodeling, repairs, AGC
deposit required 753-0728
Kirksey. Call
$375/mo, $375 deposit
Put your records
753-8094
after 4pm
If you're loco, I'll trade for certified 489-2214
435-4003
GMC
pick-up
Call ANTIQUE refinishing, fur
on CD-ROM
SPACIOUS 2 story, 4br,
2BR, duplex, central h/a, NICE 2br, stove, refrigera492-6268
Photos, Insured Valuables,
niture repair & custom
21
/
2
bath,
living
tor,
room,
washer
di4 miles south
stove, refrigerator, disInventories, Genealogy
ning room, family room, 1994 EXTENDE L)cab, hab, woodworking 753-8056
hwasher, w/d hook-up. Col- of Murray $300/mo, $300
Files, Data Of All Types
large country kitchen, com- Silverado 4X4, burgundy,
deposit No pets please
eman RE 753-9898
Low Cost
Murray, KY
pletely updated, new fur- 54 XXX bedliner alum APPLIA
Call 492-8566. after 6pm
NCE REPAIR
nace, under $130,000. toolbox Good truck
Phone: 502-759-8678
.
'
'
'
Ss
* N -'
PROFESSIONAL 759-441
evening
0
Fax: 502-759-8678
s, $17,000 759-5302, after D EPENDABLE.
2BR duplex, FA bath, all
759-3119 days
appliances 1551-B, Martin
4pm
502-767-9552.
Heights, $500/mo plus de470
posit 753-5344

Neon Beach
Mini-Storage

113

CHAMBERS
REALTY
759-9989

INCOME TAX

• Individual • Business •
• Electronic Filing •

PAGE BOOKKEEPING
& TAX SERVICE
'753-8107

Impact Praise and Worship Center

Hwy 299 Mini Storage

÷ AMERICAN ARCHIVES

489-2796
489-6166

HALEY'S
,IiUgl9Puck

LTA' Rental and Sales

2BR duplex in Northwood
$375/mo
No pets
759-4406
2BR duplex, all appliances
furnished, partial utilities
$440/mo. 753-6022

Cars, Custom Vans, and Vans For Moving
"Don't Let The Name Fool You"
112 So. 12th Murray, KY 42071

2BR duplex, central hie,
wood stove, appliances,
$375/mo 759-1848

Phone: 753-6910

CLEAN, a/c, lbr, utilities
furnished 492-8634

Daily, Weekly or Monthly Rates

Lose inches while you
sleep. With all natural

(CALORAD®)
No diets • No exercise
• No side effects
For more information call

502-753-1132 or
1-800-230-1182 ext. 01

DISABILITY MEDICARE
SUPPLEMENT INSURANCE
If you are under age 65 and qualify for
MEDICARE due to disability we offer
several Medicare Supplement Policies.
All Medicare Supplement Policies are now
standardized into 10 plans offering different
levels of benefits. We can write 7 of the plans
on an "almost guaranteed issue" and the
policies will be issued at the lowest available
premium.
We represent 7 A.M. Best A- or A+ rated
companies to give you the best possible rates
and service.
Please give us a call for a rate quote.

McConnell
Insurance Agency
905 Sycamore, Murra, KY

753-4199 Nationwide 1-800-455-4199

EXTRA nice lbr, 1 bath,
central h/a, all appliances
included, $375/mo, 1yr
lease, 1 month deposit No
pets Call 753-2905 or
753-7536
FOR LEASE, in earty Feb
in Chestnut Street Townhouse, 2br, 1 5 bath, all
appliances, convenient
parking, freshly painted
and carpet cleaned.
$450/mo Grey's Properties, 759-2001, ask for
Lynda

641 Storage
All Sizes
Available

753-5585
CREEKVIEW Self storage
warehouses on Center
Drive behind Shoney s
$20 $40/mo 759-4081

EASTSIDE

NICE 2br, 1 bath apart
ment, all appliances Great
location Call Mur Cal Re
afty 753-4444

* SPECIAL DEAL *
Announcing that
now has all new metal buildings ready for use
Sign a 6 month lease and get 1 month FREE
Special rates available on our large 11' x 30' units
and 5' x 10' units
Conveniently located on your way to the lake
(Next to Cherokee Tracing Post)

NORTHWOOD storage
presently has units available
753-2905 or
753-7536

Call 753-8848 or 753-1778
For Rate Information
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COMPLETE SYSTf

SATELLITE DISH SALES
753-7419
Tony Montgomery -

Owner

Erikort Utility
Vehicles
1993 GRAND Cherokee
63,XXX miles, loaded
$13,450 obo 753-2479 or
519-6316

Used
Cars
1984 FORD Escort wagon
$800 492-8299
1985 CAVALIER 2dr, new
paint, good car Call
753-4633 after 6pm
1985 NISSAN Pulsar NX,
5sp, good mileage $800
Neg 354-8617

%ea him Eke Gropp.,•.

Need Furniture? Bedding?
For the best possible prices with FREE
delivery and setup go to

Wiggins Furniture
2 mile N. of Murray on 641 - 4 lane
(across from Memorial Gardens)
Open 9-5 Mon.-Fri.. Sat. 9-3
With 12, 24 or 36 month financing
Free Delivery • 753-4566

NOW OPEN
Fisherman's
7r Buffet
All

You Can Eat Seafood & Catfish
Sunday - Country Buffet

Tues.-Sat. 4:30 p.m. - 9 p.m.
Sun. 11 a.m.-2 p.m.
Located In Olympic Plaza 753-6149

1989 ACCORD LX 5sp
loaded, nice Must sell
Asking $3,900 obo
762-2357
1989 EAGLE Summit
needs work Body damage
right side Engine is good
$400 obo JVC car speak
ers $50 753-5419

:

gri
MMIII

YAMAHA Big Bear for
parts 753-8848

1988 BUICK Park Avenue
80,XXX miles $4200 obo
492-8836

CABLE RATE
HIKES CONTINUE

$

1977 HONDA XR75, vintage condition, looks great,
runs great $500 firm
436-2466

490

Eastside Boat & Mini Storage

C-STORAGE, 10x15 stor
age units 4th St & Syca
more E Next to Cunning
ham Auto Repair
753-3571

Motorcycles

0

0
0
0
0
Call Today At
0
0
0 KEY MINI WAREHOUSES 0
0 1850 State Route 121 South, Murray, KY 420710
753-5562
0
csl`c

STORAGE
119 Main. 753-6266

KENTUCKY Lake Lake
land Wesley Village lbr
apartment, utilities in
dude& rent based on in
come 628 older. or handi
cap & disabled Equal
Housing Opportunity
502-354-8888

NICE 1-2 & 3br apts or
3-4br house wtwasher &
dryer. furnished near
ki.SU Inquire at 1210 Main
St 753 1252 before 5pm
7530606 after 5pm

Are you in need of a place to store your
valuables? There's no need to look any
further - we have what you need!
Security Gate • Low Rates

BP

FURNISHED apt Cypress
Community, utilities in
cluded $400/mo Call
502-436-5099

MURRAY
MANOR
APARTMENTS Make it
your homer Great 1 or 2br
apartments with great
price, central h/a, laundry
facilities Office hours
8am-5pm, Mon Fri
(502)753-8668. Equal
Housing Opportunity

F6c
Are You Looking For Security?

1991 BLUE Lumina. one
owner,fwd, p/c, p/b, $5,000
obo 753-0364
1991 NISSAN Maxima SE,
$8,200 753-9644 aftor
5pm

I hit ken
Burge's

,‘ • Pond
atlisli
Lentil Sin.' ials II a.m.-2 p.m.

1992 CANDY apple red
Geo Storm, 62,XXX miles
gray interior, $4,700
753-4319 after 5pm

McKnight 6 Sons
Sawmill

1992 PONTIAC Firebird
red black & gray wit
V6 over 48xxx miles
Clean sharp cat $8 000
Ph 753 7146

Now Buying Standing
Timber & Logs

1993 BUICK Century ex
oellent condition 489 24.15
after 5pm

Call 753-5305
or 753-9351
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APPLIANCE REPAIRS,
Factory trained by 3 111140!
manufacturers. All work
and parts warranted. Ask
for Andy at The Appliance
Midis, 753-2455.

Mclnturff named
director at Tech

Ste

510

brakes
Offered

Services
Offered

Servkire

BACKHOE Service- small
jobs, driveways, box blade,
rottertilting, snow removal.
753-0834 or 759-9835.

CARPET cleaned by Cert.
Techs. Any room up lo
300sf only $30.00. Murray
Carpet& Upholstery Cleaning. 7534300 anytime.

Offered

APPUANCE REPAIR. Al
brands; Kenmore. 30+
years experience. BOBBY
HOPPER. 436-5848.

BASEMENTS & Homes
Sub & General contracting
Insulated concrete forms
(R32) StyroCrete builders
or
502-436-2007
502-436-5264

ASPHALT new or repair,
backhoe, dozing & hauling
of all types. 759-1039 after
5pm.

BEGINNER Piano lessons
to students 8yrs old & up.
40 minute lessons $12. Call
759-4712.

BACKHOE Service • ROY
HILL. Septic system, driveways, hauling, foundations,
etc. 436-2113.

BOB'S Plumbing Service.
All work guaranteed. Free
estimates. 753-1134,
492-8584.

Interest rates are low, building costs are down
spring is near. Now is a good time to think about
building.
If you are looking for quality we want to be you r
building contractor. With blueprints & specifications we can give you a contract price before we
start. If you are undecided we work on a cost plus

Dr. Paul Mclnturff, the former
dean for instruction at John E.
Logan College, is the new director
of West Kentucky TECH.
Mclnturff, of Creal Spring, Ill.,
succeeds Lee Hicklin, who resigned
in July to become director of Commonwealth College in Virginia
Beach, Va. Former Hickman
County High School principal Phil
Rudolph and Assistant Director Beverly McKinley had served as acting directors during the interim.
Mclnturff, who becomes the
school's 10th director, said he was
very excited about joining the West
Kentucky TECH team.
"I see my role as being a facilitator to help the instructors and other
administrators bring the technical
school through the transition to a
technical college and to work with

CARPORTS for cars and
trucks. Special sizes for
motor home, boats. RVs
and etc. Excellent protection, high quality, excellent
value. Roy Hill 436-2113.
CHIM Chim Chimney
Sweep chimney cleaning
service, 10% senior discounts. 435-4006.
COLSON Home Repairs.
Additions, garages, decks,
remodeling, vinyl siding.
20yrs experience.
753-5592.
COMPUTER Repair, Installation, Back-up. Call
Justin Crosser, 759-8662.
CONSTRUCTION &
REPAIR- Free estimates.
Remodeling,fencing. decking, roofing & electrical.
489-2832.

Bruce Green
Building Contractors, Inc.

(502) 753-8343

CUSTOM KITCHEN CABINETS
CUSTOM WOODWORKING

-IP

All Types Of:

Custom Woodworking
Kitchen & Bath Cabinets
)..

• Drop by and see our showroom
409 SUNBURY • MURRAY (Bernd Bunny Eimadf
753 5940

Agmi

CLASSIC WOOD FLOORS
'Insured
*Repairs
•Refinish
•Installation 'Border Inlays
NWFA Certified

Special

$4.90 sq. ft. *1 Corn.
Red Oak Flooring. (Complete
Scott Clark

502-759-5280

Job)

Murray, KY

Carpet Installation Inc,
By qualified installers.
We install carpet, vinyl, tile, hardwood & laminated floors.
Residential or Commercial

759-1591

mb Brothers

Tree Service

502-4316-5744S
1.-800-5411-5.26.2
LICENLED a INSURED Fres Estimate:
21 Hr. Service
Hedge Trimming
Tree Sporn'
>11
7144
1 71.
Tree A Stamp
Removal

CUSTOM BUILT wooden
decks, fencing, pole barns,
sheds,carports. Also repair
& rebuild. Excellent workmanship. Affordable rates.
753-7860.
CUSTOM bulldozing and
backhoe work, septic systems, 354-8161 after 4pm,
Horace Sholar.

as

Tree Trumping
Clammy Service
Full Line of
Equipment
(hda/iN

n

DAVID'S Cleaning Services. 'Cleaning- vinyl siding, homes, mobile homes,
boats, brick driveways,
parking lots, all exterior
cleaning, acid cleaning
available. David Borders,
Insured, Completely Mobile. Phone 502-759-4734
Cellular 502-853-1108.

ELECTRICIAN- R&R
ELECTRIC. New construction, rewiring, mobile home
hookups, electrical maintenance and repair. Call anytime. Murray, 762-0001,
cella 519-1592.
GARDEN tilling, bushhogging, small jobs, driveways
graded with box blade. Gerald Carroll 492-6159.
GUTTERS: Quality seamless aluminum gutters. Gutter maintenance. Gutter
supplies. Variety of colors.
Licensed. Affordable
prices. Call West KY Seamless Gutters, 753-0278.

HARDWOOD FLOOR installation and finishing.
Custom design. Affordable
rates. 753-7860.
LAKE shore brush clearing. 753-6226, 753-4168.
LAMB Brother Home Improvements, remodeling,
additions, roofing, siding,
free estimates. 436-2269.
LAMB Brothers Moving
Contractors cross country
or local. Licensed & Ins u red . Luke Lamb
502-436-5950.
MICHAEL'S Transmission
complete overhaul on late
model, domestic, overdrive
transmissions. ASE Certified in automatic & manual
drive transmissions. Call
753-0152.

PLUMBING repairs, fast
service. 436-5255
REPAIR- REBUILD: tractors, equipment, bushhogs,
disc, trailers, 4X4's, and
older vehicle work. Welding
and mechanical repairs.
Small dozer available for
landscaping, clean-up,
under-brushing, etc. Harris
Precision (502)436-2724
2292 Old Newburg Rd.
RICK'S Roofing- repairs,
shingle & flat roofs Free
estimates. 22yrs experience 502-437-4559

I 4;
DAVID'S
.
• HOME IMPROVEMENT
SU

Repair of water damaged floors,
moisture barriers, braces under houses
and insulation
•Plumbing Repairs .Free Estimates
David Gallimore
901-247-5422
px...;.•;.•:::::::::
:;:::;•;*
:::::::::::•:+x
.:4+:44+0
Puryear, TN

One Call MORRIS
Vinyl
Does
Replacement
tJi
It All' h
WinCIONS

HOME IMPROVEMENT
Painting - Siding - Roofing - Plumbing
Water Damage - Pest Damage - Structural Repair
Licensed & insured
Free Estimates

(502) 759-4599

Auto Loans
Wheeler McClain Ford can arrange
financing If you have been turned
down before. Loans available for 1st
time buyers, bad credit, repo's or
bankruptcy. Call Kenny Lir at (502) 247-9300 or ..
(800) 847-0256.
Janiadwit

SAVE all your computer
information on one cd to
prevent loss. Only $75 Call
Justin at 759-8662.
SUREWAY Tree & Stump
Removal. Insured with full
line of equipment. Free estimates. Day or night,
753-5484.
THE Gutter Co Seamless
aluminum gutters, variety
of colors. Licensed, insured. Estimate available
759-4690.

Tung C. Dinh of Murray has been accepted by The National Registry of Who's
Who as a life member. The acceptance of Dinh as a life member Is in
recognition of exemplary service, both to community and profession. The
National Registry of Who's Who is a highly recognized biographical
publication for professionals. The responsIblity of choosing only people of
significant accomplishment is taken very seriously by The National Registry
of Who's Who.

Hound dog & 2 teenage
cats 489 2296

LONDON (AP) - Movers
started work Saturday shifting the
belongings of Princess Diana's
sons from their late mother's
home in Kensington Palace to
their father's place at St. James's
Palace.
Prince William, 15, and Prince
Harry, 13, asked to have the complete contents of their bedrooms
moved to their new rooms, along
with mementos of their mother
from their apartments at Kensington Palace in west London.
The bays will live in York
House, within the precincts of St.

Mclnturff received his bachelor's
degree and master's degree in business education from Southern Illinois University. He has a doctorate
in business and educational administration from SIU with advanced
graduate study at the University of
Wyoming. He was named Mr. Future Business Teacher of America in
1962.

Golden Pond residents
tell hometown stories
Former resident of Golden Pond,
Donnie Holland believes the history
of his home town needs to be told.
But he insists that the story
should start with the most recentand most painful - chapter, the
displacement of long-time residents
in the 1960s, for the creation of a
170,00 acre national recreation area
known as Land Between The Lakes.
Holland, who is vice president
and general manager of American
National Rubber in Cadiz, is featured in the fourth segment of
"Connecting People & Place."
This monthly radio series explores themes associated with the
land and the people of Between the
Rivers in west Kentucky and Tennessee. The series is wriuen and
hosted by award-winning writer,
Constance Alexander, and broadcast on WKMS-FM, 91.3.
The upcoming installment on
Golden Pond airs Feb. 12 at 6:30
p.m. and again Feb. 14, 3:30 p.m.
According to Holland, residents
of the area unwillingly relocated
more than once between the 1930s
and the 1960s. He mentions the
dams, wildlife refuge that preceded
Land Between The Lakes, state
parks, golf courses and roads as
some of the causes.
Displacement caused by the creation of Land Between The Lakes
was different- and more difficult
- because of the amount of land
involved,and because homes,churches, barns and businesses were
bulldozed to bring the land back to
its natural state.
Other Golden Pond residents featured in the Feb. 12 edition of

HAPPY BIRTHDAY for Tuesday,
Feb. 10, 1998:
You can be inspiring, unpredictable,
and changeable. Often, others misunderstand you. You might feel that
you are powerless to change this
"Connecting People & Place" re- situation, but that isn't so. Work on
flect on the bustling commercial life your communications. Be willing to
of the community in its earlier days. express who you are,and talk about
Evelyn Chilcutt, whose father yourfeelings.Self-expression is highowned the popular general store, lighted, as well negotiations. If you
W.G. Ahart & Sons, remembers are single, you will meet people easGolden Pond in the '30s and '40s as a ily, though you might also get bored
busy place,especially on Saturdays. quickly. Don't commit until you are
"Everybody came to town," she ready.Ifattached,work on togetherness, and connect with your mate.
said. "And it wasn't just to buy Your significant other will demand a
groceries. They also spent time at lot of attention. LEO is a ball!
Ahart's visiting with neighbors and
people they didn't get to see very The Stars Show the Kind of Day
often."
You'll Have:5-Dynamic;4-Positive;
3-Average; 2-So-so; 1-Difficult.
The Sunset Inn, a popular eatery
in Golden Pond is remembered by ARIES(March 21-April 19)
Mary Jean Turner and Jim Wallace, **** Confusion and the unexboth of whom worked there. Wal- pected mark the moment.There are
lace, who is now superintendent of answers, though you might not feel
Trigg County Schools, describes that way. Solutions are innovative.
tourist activity in Golden Pond and You have what it takes! Let the
dynamo in you emerge! Others reFenton, just down the road.
spond to your vitality and enthusi"Connecting People & Place" is asm. Tonight: Why not let more fun
made possible through grants from in your life?
the Kentucky Oral History Com- TAURUS(April 20-May 20)
mission and the Kentucky Arts *** You feel as if a co-worker is
Council, with matching funds pro- rebelling. You have a difficult time
vided by Land Between The Lakes understanding where he is coming
Association; Carolyn Roof, board from,and might want to throw in the
president; Elf Atochem, Calvert towel. Decide what's best for you.
City; and the Stewart County His- Relax;take a long walk at lunchtime
or after work. Tonight: Vanish into
torical Society.
Artist in residence Constance your ivory castle.
20)
Alexander is conducting the inter- GEMINI(May 21-June
***** Reach out for others, and
views and scripting the 10-part don't be intimidated by a strong reradio series, with technical support action. Humor mixes well with pleafrom Grady Kirkpatrick, WKMS- sure. Understand more of what you
FM.
need. The unexpected marks your
Former Between the Rivers resi- social interactions. Be flexible about
dents who want to be interviewed changes, and be more intuitive. Tofor this oral history project may
night: Let your spirit soar.
contact Alexander at 1-800-455- CANCER (June 21-July 22)
**** Think through finances,and
5897.
make a decision accordingly. It is
helpful to understand what is happening here. It is as if your finances
are a leaky faucet. Be responsible,
and manage your own funds. Another might not be as clear as you
would like. Tonight: Treat yourself.
LEO (July 23-Aug. 22)
***** You are stunned once more
Julie Hightower, Dana Parker and
by what happens with a loved one.
Cassie Howie, prose; Colin Wier, Step back, rather than reacting.
Laura Nixon and Tcca Maxwell, Excellent communications result
impromptu speaking; Brandon Ket- from this perspective. You are pertle and Christina Sames,extempora- sonality-plus; be willing to break
patterns. Avoid all office gossip. Toneous speaking; Reid Johnson, Jason Bright, and Mark Stockton, night: Just go, do and be.
storytelling; Nathan Hughes/Ellen VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
Carpenter, Drew Thompson/ We- *** Your nerves are fried by what
You might not
sley Hart and Jason Bright/Brandon is happening at work.
answers
you seek.
always
have
the
Kettle, duo interpretation; Emily
Take time awayfrom the hectic pace.
and
Amanda
Autumn
Alcott
Noble,
Think, relax and recharge. One-toConley, dramatic interpretation; one relating sheds light on what is
Lcaper
And Jenni Hopkins, Jenny
happening. Tonight: Retreat to a
and Julie Hightower, poetry.
quiet place.
LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22)
The State Speech Tournament **** The unexpected occurs with
will be held March 12-14 at Western
a child or loved one. How you view a
Kentucky University.
change could be considerably differ-

MHS Speech Team
wins regional title

To Subscribe
Call
753-1916

James's Palace in central London,
not far from Westminster Abbey.
Charles's apartment at the palace,
where he moved after the 1992
separation from Diana, was considered too small to be a permanent home for his sons.
The princes will be virtually
next door to their 97-year-old
great-grandmother, the Queen
Mother Elizabeth, who lives at
Clarence House. Their grandmother, Queen Elizabeth II, will
be about 500 yards away in
Buckingham Palace.

HOROSCOPES
BY JACQUELINE BIGAR

The Murray High School Speech
T'S TAILOR Shop, 100-B N Team placed first in the Regional
5th St. Open 10am-4pm Speech Tournament Feb. 7.
Mon-Fri. Alterations of any
Graves County High School
kind. As you rip so shall we placed second and
Calloway
sew.
County High School placed third.
WALTERS Contracting
Twenty-two students qualified in
Free Estimates Guaran- eleven events to
compete at the
teed Quality Work
Licensed & Insured Over Kentucky High School Speech
20 years experience Roof- League State Speech Tournament.
Those students qualifying were
ing, additions, vinyl siding,
decks, remodeling. Call Christina Sames, Sara Fender and
753-2592.
Joey Woods, broadcasting; Ellen
Carpenter, Amanda Conley and AuWOOD VCR- repairing
VCR's, Microwaves Free tumn Alcott, original oratory; Mark
estimates Authorized Stockton, Wesley Hart and Drew
dealer for 18-inch Digital Thompson, humorous interpretaSateUite & Dish Network
tion; Jaclyn Hopkins, Lindsey AdkFree into Mon-Fri, 1-5.30. ins and Jenny
Leaper, solo acting;
753-0530

FREE to good country
home 10mo old, male

More than 20 applications were
reviewed for the post, and nine
individuals were interviewed by aselection committee, which included Murray State University
President Dr. Kern Alexander and
Paducah Community College President Dr. Len O'Hara.

Princes move into
St. James's Palace

basis.

We also do remodeling, roofing & concrete
work. Large or small.

business and industry to provide
needed customized training," he
said.

ent if you let go and have less of an
agenda.Aim for what you want,stay
upbeat and network. You are best in
group situations now. Tonight:
Where your friends are.
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21)
*** You are feeling sensitive and
are touchy about a family matter.Go
with the flow, and don't fight the
inevitable. Your work helps even
you out. Concentrate on the practical details oflife,rather than getting
emotional about what is going on.
Tonight: A "must" appearance.
SAGITTARIUS(Nov. 22-Dec. 21)
**** Though you do not like to
depend on another, you might not
have a choice but to reach out. You
might be feeling putoutby someone's
actions. Don't slam the door. Keep
talks active; you will clear up matters. An adventure is waiting. Tonight: Be a bit risque.
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
**** You don't always have the
answers, but acting unpredictably
can send you and your checkbook
into a tizzy. Come from an anchored
view. Be willing to live the moment
to the max.It's time to build foundations and make commitments. Tonight: Talk with a partner.
AQUARIUS(Jan. 20-Feb. 18)
**** You cause more ofyour problems than you are aware. Emotions
run high, and you visualize life differently from the way it has been
going. Give a partner a say;he needs
to feel more important to you. Initiate changes. Popularity peaks.
Tonight: Get together with a friend.
PISCES(Feb. 19-March 20)
*** Insights could be alarming,
but they are needed. Visualize and
work toward professional goals. You
don't always have the answers, but
you have the energy and the spirit.
Accept overtime, and put in those
extra hours. Listen to a co-worker's
suggestion. Tonight: Push hard.
BORN TODAY
Singer Donovan (1946), singer
Roberta Flack(1939),Olympicswimmer Mark Spitz(1950)
ass

24 flour

1

Service
#
We're
when it comes to

TOWING...
Its our job
to keep you

GOING!

McClard's
TOWING
207S.7thSt.•Murra

753-9132
irarieionsnrarlitrionillin

e4ededst
Will Build To Your Specifications!
CABINETS .1(41 Cabinets & Vanities
.
*Office Furniture &

II WOODWORKING •Solfd eSurfaeeCoun
ter Tops
n
Entertainment Centers
A DIVISION OF
630 N. 4th St.(Next to Lassiter Plaster) 759-9672
SOUTHERN WALL SYSTEMS
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Ten years ago
Dr. Jack Foster, secretary of
Education and Humanities Cabinet, Frankfort, is pictured
speaking at a meeting of West
Kentucky Association of School
Administrators at Murray High
School in a photo by Staff Photographer Scott Wilson.
Melissa Ann Green, daughter
of Elvis and Ann Green of Almo,
participated in the Kentucky Junior Miss Pageant at Louisville.
She is a student at Calloway
County High School.
Births reported include a boy
to Suzette and Christopher Cassel, a girl to Tonya and Gregory
Garland, and a boy to Luann and
William Clendenen, Feb. 1; a boy
to Lisa and Lane Green, Feb. 2.
Twenty years ago
"Campus Lights," annual student musical production at Murray State University, will open
tonight at Lovett Auditorium.
Presentations will also be on Feb.
10 and 11.
Paulette Hooks won first place
in the talent division of Kentucky
Country Fair Queen Contest at
Louisville. She was also named
first runner-up in the contest in
which she entered as Miss
Murray-Calloway County Fair
Queen.
Lyle Underwood, Larry Ryan,
Jery Maupin, Jerry McConnell,
and Mike Baker are new officers
of Murray Murray Bass Club.
Thirty years ago
Calloway County Grand Jury
with Joe Pat James as foreman
returned seven indictments in
making its report yesterday in
Calloway County Circuit Court
with Judge Earl Osborne
presiding.
Mancil J. Vinson has been
named as Kentucky Commissioner of Agriculture Robert
Miller's top aide at Frankfort.
Vinson has served in a similar
role for the past three
commissioners.
Calloway County High School
Lakers beat Fulton County in a
basketball game. High team scor-

ers were Stan Key for Calloway,
and Marion Warren for Fulton
County.
Forty years ago
Hugh L. Houston M.D., R.L.
Cooper, and Kathleen Patterson
are officers for 1958 for the Calloway Heart Association.
Recent births reported at Murray Hospital include a boy to Mr.
and Mrs. John Earl Culp, a girl to
Mr. and Mrs. Maxwell Page, a
girl to Mr. and Mrs. Richard Jeffrey, a boy to Mr. and Mrs.
James Elliott, a boy to Mr. and
Mrs. Robert Futrell, a boy to Mr.
and Mrs. Wesley Adams, and a
girl to Mr. and Mrs. John Paul
Butterworth.
Murray State College Thoroughbreds beat Middle Tennessee
Blue Raiders 71 to 66 in a basketball game. High team scorers
were Terry Darnell for Murray
and Davis for Middle.
Fifty years ago
Enthusiasm ran high among the
captains and teams who were to
solicit funds for Boy Scouts of
America as the group met for a
kick-off breakfast at Murray Woman's Club House this morning.
Harry I. Sledd was in charge of
the event.
In high school basketball
games Murray High beat Hartford, Hazel beat Kirksey, and
Murray Training beat Hickman.
High team scorers were Bob Hargis for Murray High, Daniel for
Hartford, Brandon for Hazel,
Adams for Kirksey, Boyd for
Murray Training, and D. Lattus
for Hickman.

CATHY
WHEW!
GREAT RUN!
MIND tF I
GET SOME
ELECTROLYTES
BEFORE I
HEAD HOME
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DID YOU
WHAT DO
NOTICE I
YOU MEAN?
wAsrd'T WITH WE TALKED
YOU FOR 111E THE WHOLE
LAST 1,0 MIN
UTES Of THE
RUN, KENNY .

I TURNED
‘n4u MEAN I CARRIED ON A‘1,
BACK AFTER
CONVERSATION FOR THREE I ACHIEVED
FOUR BLOCKS,; MILES AND I WAS COMTHE
CAME HOME, PLETEL4 BY MYSELF
ALPHA
I
SHOvJERED
CAN'T BELIEVE
STATE
AND CHANGED.

WHAT,
"ACHIEVED'?
MEN WERE
BORN IN THE
ALPHA STATE.

DEAR ABBY: I am a 32-year-old,
well-built woman who is often told
that I'm very attractive. I am also
gay, and have been in a committed
relationship for six years.
At work, men frequently hit on
and
ask, "Do you have a
boyfriend?'' Although the town I live
in is fairly open-minded. I don't
really want to "out" myself to
clients, because not all of them are
open-minded. and I don't want to
cost my company any business
because some clients may be bigoted. How should I rebuff such verbal
advances?
ANONYMOUS IN MICHIGAN

DEAR ABBY: I am a idow.
How do I announce my daughter's

DEAR ANONYMOUS: Say,
"I'm flattered — but I'm already
involved with someone."

United States.
After Fred Stewart and Steve
Weinstein, East-West, arrived at
five diamonds, Soloway elected to
bid five notrump, which he intended as a takeout for the three
unbid suits. He apparently felt a
double at this level would have
been construed as primarily for
penalties. However,Goldman read
the five notrump bid as 'unusual
notrump," asking him to choose
between clubs and hearts, the two
lower-ranking unbid suits. He
therefore bid six hearts and everyone passed, leaving North-South
in their 4-2 heart fit rather than
their 11-card spade fit!
Weinstein led the diamond ace,
and Goldman could see that if he
ruffed in dummy, whichever defender held four trumps would then
have a trump trick. So instead of
ruffing, Goldman discarded a
spade!
Now,as anyone can plainly see,
all Weinstein had to do to beat the
slam was to cash the club ace. But
he reasoned that if South had no
clubs, leading the ace might help
declarer make the slam, while if
South had a club, he would have to
lose a trick to the ace eventually.
So at trick two Weinstein led
another diamond, a play that no
doubt has caused him many sleepless nights since. Goldman won
the diamond with the king, drew
trumps in four rounds and then
ran seven spades to score the rest
of the tricks!
At the other table, six spades
was duly bid and made by
*einstein's teammates to achieve
a tie. But if Weinstein had cashed
the club ace at trick two, his team
would have won the match, and
another team — possibly even his
— would have won the Vanderbilt.

+ K Q 95 4
EAST
48
V 10 9 2
•Q 109 76 5
+ J 10 8
SOUTH
A 10 6 5 4 3 2
Q8
•K 8 2
+2
The bidding:
East
South West North
3•
Pass
5• 4 NT
Pass
6V
All Pass
Opening lead — ace of diamonds.

WEST
47
V 6 54 3
•A J 4 3
+ A 76 3

Not long ago, this column featured a remarkable hand from the
1997 Vanderbilt Team of Four
wherein if declarer had settled for
going down one in a doubled vulnerable g•and slam on the last
deal, his team would have won the
match. Instead, declarer, who did
not know the state of the match,
quite understandablytried to make
the grand slam. As a result, he
went down two, and his team lost
the match by one IMP. The team
that beat them then wenton to win
the championship.
Earlier in the same match, an
even more astonishing deal occurred that had the same effect on
the winner of the match and the
event. That deal is the subject of
today's column. The serendipitous
result grew out ofa bidding misunderstanding between Bobby
Goldman and Paul Soloway, a
longstanding partnership comprising two of the best players in the

31 Actress
Thurman
32 Receding
35 Sharp pain in
the side
38 Word with
shark
39 "Norma -41 Ireland
42 Sandwich
order, for
short
43 Eyelashes
45 "— the
ramparts .
46 Biblical
king
47 Electrifies
49 Gym course
(abbr.)
50 Off the bottle
52 Wears away
54 Peruses
55 Shows.
excessive
affection

ACROSS
1 Name
affiliated with
gasoline
6 TV marine
Pyle
11 Peso, e.g.
12 Distant
planet
14 Exists
15 More
brownishyellow
17 It equals four
gills (abbr.)
18 — —
standstill
20 Dispatches
21 "— Haw"
22 It connects
the head to
the body
24 Visualize
25 Musician
Billy —
26 Cardiac —
28 Thinly
scattered
30 Eggs
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er's
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im-
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GARFIELD
I LIKE V.IOMEN WHO ARE
IMPRESSEP WITH NW
INTELLECT

1

2

13

It

18
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I'M AWAKE! YE5,
MA'AM! PIP YOU
CALL MY NAME?

I'M HERE! PIO YOU
THE
THAT'S SORT
0 ANSWER PROBABLY, WHAT
CALL TNE ROLL? Do
YOU NEEP VOLUNTEER5? 15'TWELVE"
WAS MAYBE
PUT ME DOWN! I'LL
6010 TO 5AY

BRING THE DESSERT! I

1

DOWN
1 Male title
1
+-

11

PEANUTS

DEAR ASKING: According to
Emily Post's "Complete Book of
Wedding Etiquette," the wording for the newspaper announcement of your daughter's
engagement should be: "Mrs.
Bob Smith announces the
engagement of her daughter,
Miss Roberta Smith, to Alan
Jones, etc. Miss Smith is also
the daughter of the late Bob
Smith."
When i4 is time to send the
wedding invitations, use this
wording:
"Together with their families, Roberta Smith, daughter of
Alice Smith and the late Bob
Smith, and Alan Jones, son of
Mr. and Mrs. Mark Jones," etc.
• , •

15

19

5

•

7

8

For an excellent guide to becoming a
better conversationalist and a more
attractive person, order "How to Be
Popular." Send a business-sized, selfaddressed envelope, plus check or money
order for $3.95 44.50 in Canada) to: Dear
Abby Popularity Booklet, P.O. Box 447,
Mount Morris, Ill. 61054-4447.(Postage is
included.1

DR. GOTT
By Peter H. Gott, M.D.

DEAR DR. GOTT: My 59-year-old
daughter has just been diagnosed
with myasthenia gravis. Her doctors
won't discuss this disease. What is it?
DEAR READER: Believed to be
caused by an autoimmune reaction to
one's own natural tissues, myasthenia
gravis is a serious disease marked by
muscle weakness and fatigue. The
basic problem.is that nerve impulses
are prevented from reaching muscle
cells because of a disturbance in the
neuromuscular receptors.
The disease may begin at any age.
Symptoms fluctuate throughout the
day and are provoked by exertion.
Muscles of the head, neck, chest and
limbs are usually affected, leading to
diffuse weakness, in conjunction with
droopy eyelids, slurred speech, difficulty swallowing and — in severe
cases -- respiratory problems.
MG is usually diagnosed using the
edrophonium test, durihg which a substance is administered that overcomes
the neuromuscular deficiency, resulting in sudden, almost miraculous
improvement in symptoms. MG is
sometimes associated with hyperthyroidism. drugs (especially antibiotics,
lithium, beta-blockers and insecticides), and certain malignancies.
Treatment is fairly straightforward
and includes medication (pyridostigmine and prednisone), as well as
plasmapheresis (a technique to alter
the proteins in the bloodstream).
Answer to Previous Puzzle
With therapy. most MG patients
fare very well. However. untreated
H.A R M EDIK.E A C
MG patients run the risk of pneumoEELPOT nia and severe respiratory comproU LT IMA
AMUS I * N'Gal 0 mise. With proper treatment, your
D'T
.[E_41•1
ALSO daughter should be able to lead a virA N I _L
OTT tually normal life.
I C TAL
E
DEAR DR. GOTT: In several of your
MONO S S
K.E D
columns, you have discouraged the
ROTE
E.LEM
VV I ,P ES use of one aspirin a day for the averINS.LSA,R
person. However, several doctors
0.E.R
SILO age
I C.A.N
in ray community recommend aspirin
HEAL
N UDE
C111 for healthy people, as a preventative
I .RIMIL.A. I S S.E.Z•C N for stroke and heart disease. Please
C A.R. L. I .111A.S.A P I .N comment.
111L,I ANE
LEGATE
DEAR READER Aspirin prolongs
blood coagulation. Therefore, many
2-90 1998 United Feature Syndicate
experts recommend its use in patients
7 Mine finds
who are at risk for stroke and heart
2 Running
8 Damage
3 Wager
attack. However, to my knowledge, no
9 — garde
4 Gershwin,
expert has urged healthy adults who
10 Pakistan
et al
are not at risk to take an aspirin a day.
currency
5 — common
11 Actress Rigg
s denominator
Nonetheless: many doctors and
13 Grave marker patients swear by this strategy. All I
6 Adv ses
16 Opp. of SSW
can say in defense is that the final
19 Circus flyer
9
10
word is not in.
21 —Alger
23 Actor
To give you further information, I
Spacey
am sending you a copy of my Health
25 Actress —
Report "Consumer Tips on Medicine."
Lee Curtis
Other readers who would like a copy
l
il
27 — Francisco
should send $2 plus a, long, self29 Place
addressed, stamped envelope to P.O.
m
32 Pipe
Box 2017, Murray Hill Station, New
connector
33 The Wizard
York, NY 10156. Be sure to mention
of Oz" star
the title.
34 Pulverizes
t 1998 NEWSPAPER ENTERPRISE AN.
35 Apprehended
36 — suzette
DR. GOTT
37 Word to
begin a toast
40 Boxing great
43 Like most
PETER
campuses
44 Prefix for
"'
GOTT, M.D.
dynamics
47 Actress Bolin
48 Drunkard
51 Ekberg 10
53 C-F linkup
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engagement') Mv daughtmr and I
v% ant to include her late father's
name, but are unsure if it is proper.
Is there a correct limn for this?
ASKINt IN OLYMPIA, WASH

DEAR ALONE AND RECOVERING: If I implied that only
males are verbally abusive, I
apologize, for that was not my
intention. A pattern of verbal
abuse is far more serious than
an occasional lapse of temper;
it's about controlling one's partner. It's intended to drain the
victim of confidence, and its
volume increases so that the
victim is thrown off balance
and reeling from emotional battering. If abusive behavior cannot be resolved with therapy,
the sensible solution is to end
the relationship — as you did.

East dealer.
North-South vulnerable.
NORTH
+ K QJ 9
•A KJ 7

BLONDlE

the
bly
)ok
red
ent
daTo-

DEAR ABBY: I read with interest the letter in your column from
-I'd Rather Be Alone." I agree with
what you and she said, but I was
disappointed that you let her get
away with saying there are far too
many verbally abusive hushadds
out there. Out of fairness, there are
too many abusive people. It is a
stereotype to think that only men
are abusive.
I was in a verbally abusive marriage for 11 years. My wife would
yell, scream and swear at me in
front of our children. When I tried
to leave the house, she would block
the door with her body and tell me I
couldn't leave. She would belittle
,me, call me names and berate nit
for things that she had done.
Years of counseling did not help.
She was powerless to change her
behavior, and I finally had to file !Or
divorce. Please. Abby, it's not always the man who is the abuser.
ALONE AND RECOVERING
IN OREGON

CONTRACT BRIDGE

DAILY COMICS
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DEAR ABBY

LOOKING BACK

By The Associated Press
Today is Monday, Feb. 9, the 40th day of 1998. There are 325 days
left in the year.
Today's Highlight in History:
On Feb. 9, 1943, the World War 11 battle of Guadalcanal in the
southwest Pacific ended with an American victory over Japanese
forces.
On this date:
In 1773, the ninth president of the United States, William Henry
Harrison, was born in Charles City County, Va.
In 1825, the House of Representatives elected John Quincy Adams
president after no candidate received a majority of electoral votes.
In 1861, the Provisional Congress of the Confederate States of
America elected Jefferson Davis president and Alexander H. Stephens
vice president.
In 1870, the U.S. Weather Bureau was established.
In 1893, Giuseppe Verdi's last opera, "Falstaff,' was first performed, in Milan, Italy.
In 1942, the U.S. Joint Chiefs of Staff held its first formal meeting
to coordinate military strategy during World War II.
In 1942, daylight-saving "War Time" went into effect in the United States, with clocks turned one hour forward.
In 1950, in a speech in Wheeling, W.Va., Sen. Joseph McCarthy,
R-Wis., charged that the State Department was riddled with
Communists.
In 1964, The Beatles made their first live American television appearance on "The Ed Sullivan Show."
In 1971, the Apollo 14 spacecraft returned to Earth after man's
third landing on the moon.
In 1984, Soviet leader Yuri V. Andropov died at age 69, less than
15 months after succeeding Leonid Brezhnev. He was succeeded by
Konstantin U. Chernenko.
Ten years ago: A day after Soviet President Mikhail S. Gorbachev
announced that Soviet troops could start withdrawing from Afghanistan by the following May, U.S. officials welcomed the offer, but
urged a swifter timetable for total withdrawal.
Five years ago: NBC News announced it had settled a defamation
lawsuit brought by General Motors over the network's "inappropriate
demonstration" of a fiery pickup truck crash on its "Dateline NBC"
program.
One year ago: Best Products closed the last of its stores, a victim of
the diminishing allure of the catalog showroom concept of retailing.
The East beat the West in the NBA All-Star game, 132-120.
Today's Birthdays: Actress Kathryn Grayson is 76. Television journalist Roger Mudd is 70. Actress Janet Setiman is 59. Singersongwriter Carole King is 56. Actor Joe Pesci is 55. Singer Barbara
Lewis is 55. Author Alice Walker is 54. Actress Mia Farrow is 53.
Singer Joe Ely is 51. Actress Judith Light is 49. Rhythm-and-blues
musician Dennis "DT" Thomas (Kool & the Gang) is 47. Country
singer Travis Tritt is 35. Actor David Gallagher ("7th Heaven") is
13.
Thought for Today: "What we call progress is the exchange of one
nuisance for another nuisance." — Ha*elock Ellis, English psychologist (1859-1939).
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DEATHS
Mrs. Georgine Wells
Mrs. Georgine Wells, 80, North Clanton, Ala., formerly of Murray,
died Friday, Feb. 6, 1998, at 9:15 p.m. at her home.
A retired seamstress, she had worked at The Showcase in Murray.
She was of Methodist faith.
Her husband, Russell Wells, one son, Gale Wells, one sister, Ruby
Markle, and two brothers, Lester Hammonds and Wayne Hammonds,
preceded her in death. Born July 2, 1917, in Franklin County, III., she
was the daughter of the late Alonzo Hammonds and Maggie McCallum Hammonds.
Survivors include three daughters, Mrs. Joyce Goebel, and husband,
Del, Maplesville, Ala., Mrs. Susan Wells and husband, Mike, Clanton,
Ala., and Ms. Karen Wells and friend, Don, California; five sons,
Jerry Wells and wife, Diane, Hot Springs, Ark., John Wells and wife,
Gaye, Murray, James Wells, Paducah, and Charlie Wells and wife,
Vickie, and Farrell Wells and wife, Elaine, all of Clanton, Ala.; one
brother, Dwight Hammonds and wife, Helen, Ina, III.; 22 grandchildren; 15 great-grandchildren.
The funeral is today at 11 a.m. in the chapel of Miller Funeral
Home of Murray. Dr. Jerre11 G. White is officiating. Music is by Duke
and Marilyn Dougan, singers, and Dwane Jones, organist.
Grandsons are serving as pallbearers. Burial will be in Murray Memorial Gardens.

Mrs. Martha G. Ford
Mrs. Martha G. Ford, 73, Jonesboro, Ill., mother of Richard Ford of
Murray, died Friday, Feb. 6, 1998, at the Lutheran Home, Cape Girardeau, Mo.
She was married Dec. 17, 1943, to Garnet Ford of Cape Girardeau
who died Nov. 17, 1978. Her husband was involved in tractor pulls
and was owner of "Grandpa's Toy" and Mrs. Ford had enjoyed traveling with him throughout the tractor pull circuit.
Born April 24, 1924, in Alton, Ill., she was the daughter of the late
Clyde and Harry W. Wilson. She was a member 'of a chapter of the
Order of the Eastern Star, and Galilee Baptist Church where she had
played the organ for 60 years and been active in WMU..
Survivors include four sons, Ronald Ford and wife, Carol, Gorham,
Ill., Richard Ford and wife, Linda, Murray, Donald Ford and wife,
Mary, Grand Tower, Ill., and David Ford and wife, Barbara, Cape Girardeau; her mother-in-law, Mrs. Amelia (Bot) Fod, Jackson, Mo.; 14
grandchildren; 11 great-grandchildren.
The funeral will be today at 1 p.m. in the chapel of Hileman & Parr
Funeral Home Services, Jonesboro, Ill. The Rev. John Cripps and the
Rev. John Prather will officiate. Burial will 'follow in Jonesboro
Cemetery.
Memorials may be made to Galilee Baptist Church or Carmi Children's Home.

Club to host Valentine
racing, roping contest
The Murray State University Rodeo Booster Club will host a Valentine Barrel Race and Team Roping
Feb. 14 at the West Kentucky
Exposition Center near the MSU
campus.
Books open at 7:30 a.m. to sign
up for barrels. The first run will start
at 8:30 a.m. Barrel classes and entry
fees are: Training Barrels ($3),
Youth 3-D ($10) and Open 3-D
($15). The Open 3-D offers $100
added prize money. Barrel contestants must pay a one-time timer fee
of $3.
Team Roping will begin at 1 p.m.
All ropings will be three head
progressive after one. Entry fees are
$15 per man. Ropings will be 10
point, 8 point and 6 point. A 65
percent jackpot will be offered and
all final rounds will be fastback. The
high money Header and Heeler of
the day will be awarded $100 in
bonus prize money. A director chair

will be presented to the high money
winner of each roping.
Books will remain open until the
end of the first round in each roping.
USTRC rating system will be used.
Non cardholders will be classified
before the start of roping.
A limited number of stalls will be
available for rent at the Expo Center. Call(502)762-3125 to reserve.
Proceeds from the Valentine Barrel Raze and Team Roping will
benefit activities of the rodeo program at Murray State University. The
event is produced in cooperation
with the Murrray Tourism Cornmisssion and is sponsored in part by
Ralph Distributing Company of
Sikeston, Mo., Peoples First of
Calloway County and United Commonwealth Bank in Murray.
Competition is open and the
pubic is invited to attend. For more
information, call(502)767-9045 or
(502) 376-5543.

Man dies in gunfight
WACO, Ky. (AP) - A man
died Sunday of injuries suffered
in a gun battle at a Madison
County grocery a week earlier.
William L. Taylor, 31, of Richmond, was the second man to die
from the gunfight. When police
arrived at the Waco Grocery, seven miles east of Richmond on
Jan. 31, James Irvine, 30, of
Richmond, was dead.
A third man, George Rogers,
40, of Waco, was injured.
The three, along with Rogers'
brother, Paul Rogers, were fight-

There's No Comparison

ing in the grocery parking lot, police said. Paul Rogers was not
injured.
A statement from Kentucky
State Police did not say whether
anyone has been charged in connection with the shootings.

'Black Widow'likely
to get electric chair
By JACKIE NALLIFAX
Associated Press Writer
TALLAHASSEE, Fla. (AP)She poisoned her husband with
arsenic, drowned her paralyzed
son and tried to blow up her
fiance with a car bomb. Another
boyfriend mysteriously died.
It's no wonder that Judy Buenoano is called the "Black
Widow."
"When I was asking the judge
in the drowning case to admit the
other killings (as evidence), I
said 'Judge ... she's like a black
widow - she feeds off her mates
and her young,- prosecutor Russell Edgar said.
Ms. Buenoano, a 54-year-old
former nail salon owner, is scheduled to die in Florida's electric
chair March 30. Her death would
come weeks after Karla Faye
Tucker of Texas became the second woman executed in the United States since the Supreme
Court allowed executions to resume in 1976.
Ms. Tucker's lethal injection
drew worldwide attention, including pleas from the pope for clemency, because of her behindbars religious conversion. There
has been no similar outcry for
Ms. Buenoano, described as one
of the most infamous
. women in
Florida's prison system.
Ms. Buenoano's daughter believes she is innocent, but concedes little has changed about her
mother since she went to prison
more than a decade ago.
"Even now she is the same,"
said Kimberly Hawkins. "I love
her letters. They cheer me up."
Investigators first became suspicious of Ms. Buenoano in 1983,
after her fiance, John Gentry, survived a car bombing in downtown Pensacola. Gentry, who met
Ms. Buenoano at a mud-wrestling
match in the early 1980s, told police she had also given him pills
that made him sick. She told
them they were vitamins.
That was the key to uncovering
the other crimes in Ms. Buenoano's past, Edgar said.
Investigators had plenty to find
- including the crime that sent
her to death row, the murder of
Air Force Sgt. James Goodyear.
. Goodyear died in 1971 of
arsenic poisoning three months
after he returned to Orlando from
a year's tour in Vietnam and nine
years after he married the former
cocktail waitress.
Ms. Buenoano collected
$85,000 in life insurance and veteran benefits after Goodyear
died.
In each of the three cases that of her husband, her son and
her fiance - she received or
stood to collect insurance benefits, Edgar said.
A year before being sent to
death row in 1985, Ms. Buenoano
was convicted of the 1980
drowning of Michael Goodyear,
the son she had as a teen-ager before she met the Air Force
sergeant.
Michael, 19, partially paralyzed and wearing leg and arm
braces, was pushed out of a canoe
into a river by his mother.
Edgar said evidence also suggests Ms. Buenoano poisoned

boyfriend Bobby Joe Morris in
Trinidad, Colo., in 1978. Colorado prosecutors decided not to
file murder charges after she got
the death sentence in Florida.
The last known execution of a
woman in Florida occurred in
1848, when a freed slave was
hanged in Jacksonville for the
murder of her master. Ms.
Tucker, who hacked two people
to death, was only the second
women executed in the nation
since the Supreme Court lifted
the death penalty ban in 1976.
Mrs. Hawkins said her mother
would rather die than live her life
in the Broward Correctional Institution just north of Miami, where
the six women sentenced to death
in Florida are housed.
"She's not scared because it's
like she said, she goes to a better
place," said Mrs. Hawkins, 30.
"Because where she's at now is
not fun."
Ms. Buenoano was born in
1943 in Quanah, Texas, a little
town 200 miles northwest of Dallas. Her mother died when she
was 4, and Ms. Buenoano spent
her early years passed among relatives and foster families in
Texas and Oklahoma.
She told a federal judge during
a 1990 hearing that she was sexually abused in some homes,
physically abused in others and
many times went hungry.
At age 10, she lived in Roswell, N.M., with her father and
new wife whom she said beat her.
She got pregnant at 17 and gave
birth to Michael in March 1961.
A few months later she met
Goodyear.
Now, as she waits for her execution, she spends her time
reading and knitting blankets and
baby clothes that she gives to her
daughter to sell.
Ms. Buenoano's best hope to
avoid becoming the next woman
scheduled to be executed may
rely on Florida's means of death.
During Florida's last electrocution a year ago, a foot-long flame
shot out from the headpiece worn
by the inmate, Pedro Medina.
The state Supreme Court upheld
use of the electric chair last fall,
but a federal judge scheduled a
hearing on the constitutionality of
the chair later this month.

HOG MARKET
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Don't be fooled by imitations....
buy the best!
Great Price!

Great Selection!
Great Tires!
* FREE COMPUTER BALANCING 1!Z
Open Mon -Fn 7-5,

WAREHOUSE TIRE
400 Industrial Rd. • Murray .753-1111
Owner: Gerreld Boyd

KITCHEN & BATH DESIGNS
Introduces the Pull-Out Shelf
'Custom made for existing cabinets
'Everything within reach
'Free in-home estimates
Call for more details

753-1546

Alio available Custom plans for sew and
remodeling barbels and bath jobs.

Present this ad iK sa‘t. '25 on an)
order plated during Fehruar 199$

FILE EARLY
ELECTRONIC FILING AVAILABLE
FOR FAST REFUND!!
Call Jerry or Rita for any of your tax or bookkeeping needs.

BURKEEN
Bookkeeping & Tax Service
Hillwood Drive
(Located inside Hill Electric)

763-9567 Ext. 106
or 753-6730

pril 15
axes due

Tts BAR-11

Monday-Friday 10:30 a.m.-8:30 p.m. • Sat. 11 a.m.-3:30 p.m.

Chestnut St.

Murray, Ky.

753-0045

"Good Food At Reasonable Prices"
g74g.

Great Weekly Special
Lg Hamburger $349
Fries &
Medium Drink
Fast Service ..`c Convenient Location
Handy Drive-Up Window

A Danish man will sometimes send valentines that are signed with
dots, one dot for each letter of a name. If the woman who gets it
guesses his name, he rewards her with an Easter egg on Easter.

f
i
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AAAERKAN
CANCER
socivy

Call toll-free
1-800-ACS-2345

ROTH IRAs

5.70%
12 Months
Early Surrender Charges Apply

FARM
BUREAU
INSURANCE

753-4703
AGENTS:
Boll CORNELISON
STUART ALEXANDER
"Yes...we also insure
homes in Murray"

Investments Since 1854.
,

.•.,„. Stock Market Report
K

Prices as
of 9 a.m.
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"Hilioard Lyons's • swim maker in Pill mock
NC no change in Woe.
Hilliard trim
Court Square
Murray, KY 42071
(502) 753.31hfi

So Many Choices...So Little Time.
SALE! Tick tock...les time to save on all Norwalk custom quality leather sofas, chairs; and sectionals. Come choose from hundreds of leather styles and colors to create the perfect look for
your home Tick tock...We'll build and deliver it in only 30 days! Don't settle for anything less.
Get your dream choice in leather at
remarkable low prices now. But hurry,
before Norwalk Leather Time
w )..1F 4.5`04 I()N ( , Al I I- Si
.tick rock nins (flit'

In NORWALK*

Sale Begins Feb. 9 through Feb. 23

Craws
FURNITURE, INC.

HIWARD
LYONS

Our Best Investment Is You.
Jill MixtWLWok boa • Vaasesemnaold WPC

-

103 S. Third Street
Murray, Kentucky
(502) 753-3621

